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Abstract
Soft Tactile Sensors for Mechanical Imaging
Bin Li
Dr. Yon Visell, Dr. Adam Fontecchio
Tactile sensing aims to electronically capture physical attributes of an object via
mechanical contact. It proves indispensable to many engineering tasks and systems,
in areas ranging from manufacturing to medicine and autonomous robotics. Biologi-
cal skin, which is highly compliant, is able to perform sensing under challenging and
highly variable conditions with levels of performance that far exceed what is possible
with conventional tactile sensors, which are normally fabricated with non-conforming
materials. The development of stretchable, skin-like tactile sensors has, as a result, re-
mained a longstanding goal of engineering. However, to date, artificial tactile sensors
that might mimic both the mechanical and multimodal tactile sensory capabilities of
biological skin remain far from realization, due to the challenges of fabricating spa-
tially dense, mechanically robust, and compliant sensors in elastic media. Inspired by
these demands, this dissertation addresses many aspects of the challenging problem
of engineering skin-like electronic sensors.
In the first part of the thesis, new methods for the design and fabrication of
thin, highly deformable, high resolution tactile sensors are presented. The approach
is based on a novel configuration of arrays of microfluidic channels embedded in thin
elastomer membranes. To form electrodes, these channels are filled with a metal
alloy, eutectic Gallium Indium, that remains liquid at room temperature. Using ca-
pacitance sensing techniques, this approach achieves sensing resolutions of 1 mm−1.
To fabricate these devices, an efficient and robust soft lithography method is intro-
duced, based on a single step cast. An analytical model for the performance of these
devices is derived from electrostatic theory and continuum mechanics, and is demon-
xxvii
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strated to yield excellent agreement with measured performance. This part of the
investigation identified fundamental limitations, in the form of nonmonotonic behav-
ior at low strains, that is demonstrated to generically affect solid cast soft capacitive
sensors.
The next part of the thesis is an investigation of new methods for designing soft
tactile sensors based on multi-layer heterogeneous 3D structures that combine active
layers, containing embedded liquid metal electrodes, with passive and mechanically
tunable layers, containing air cavities and micropillar geometric supports. In tandem
with analytical and computational modeling, these methods are demonstrated to
facilitate greater control over mechanical and electronic performance. A new soft
lithography fabrication method is also presented, based on the casting, alignment,
and fusion of multiple functional layers in a soft polymer substrate. Measurements
indicate that the resulting devices achieve excellent performance specifications, and
avoid the limiting nonmonotonic behavior identified in the first part of the thesis. In
order to demonstrate the practical utility of the devices, we used them to perform
dynamic two-dimensional tactile imaging under distributed indentation loads. The
results reflect the excellent static and dynamic performance of these devices.
The final part of the thesis investigates the utility of the tactile sensing methods
pursued here for imaging lumps embedded in simulated tissue. In order to facilitate
real-time sensing, an electronic system for fast, array based measurement of small,
sub-picofarad (pF) capacitance levels was developed. Using this system, we demon-
strated that it is possible to accurately capture strain images depicting small lumps
embedded in simulated tissue with either an electronic imaging system or a sensor
worn on the finger, supporting the viability of wearable sensors for tactile imaging in
medicine.
In conclusion, this dissertation confronts many of the most vexing problems
arising in the pursuit of skin-like electronic sensors, including fundamental operat-
ing principles, structural and functional electronic design, mechanical and electronic
Abstract
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modeling, fabrication, and applications to biomedical imaging. The thesis also con-
tributes knowledge needed to enable applications of tactile sensing in medicine, an
area that has served as a key source of motivation for this work, and aims to facilitate
other applications in areas such as manufacturing, robotics, and consumer electronics.
Abstract

Chapter 1: Introduction
The human sensory apparatus can be regarded as a multiple-input, multiple-
output system, in which sensory information is captured from the outside environ-
ment through a variety of channels, each employing a range of sensory cues. Among
the basic human sensory capacities, the sense of touch plays a distinguished role as
being uniquely positioned at the site of contact between the body and the physical
environment. Within the somatosensory system, which encompasses all of the bodily
senses of touch and integrated movement, two aspects play a distinguished role in
mediating interactions with our environment: The tactile sense, related to mechani-
cal sensations felt on the surface of the body, and the proprioceptive sense, or sense
of position of the body. The former, tactile modality, serves as the inspiration for the
present research.
Human tactile sensing generally refers to the capture of touch information via
cutaneous sensors, which is to say sensory cells in the skin. This tactile information
includes physical attributes of objects in contact with the skin, such as stiffness,
texture, temperature and humidity, and aspects of the contact interactions between
the skin and those objects, including slipping, rolling, indenting, stretching, and
conforming.
As reflections of these attributes, tactile signals, such as mechanical strain, stress,
pressure, vibration, and temperature, arise due to contact during touch. Transducing
1
2these touch related signals into neural signals, which are then transmitted into the
central nervous system for more complex processing, grants us access to properties
of the outside environment. There are three different types of tactile sensors in the
skin that are responsible for these transduction tasks [2]: mechanoreceptors for pres-
sure/vibration, thermoreceptors for temperature, and nocioceptors for pain/damage.
Among these three, the mechanoreceptros distributed over the skin provides all the
important spatiotemporal mechanical signals related to touch robustly, with spatial
resolution of better than 1 mm and temporal resolution on the millisecond scale [1].
Moreover, under ideal circumstances, individuals have been shown to be capable of
perceptually discriminating nanoscale surface features [18]. At the same time, a few
centimeters of skin are able to withstand tremendously large forces – for example, one
can readily lift a suitcase weighing 40 kg with a few fingers. Together, these underline
the challenges faced in reproducing skin-like sensing and mechanical capabilites with
an engineering system.
Tactile sensing is essential to any application that involves touch measurement
or interaction in realistic environments. Sensors that are stretchable or compliant
are, in general, more readily adapted to application requirements, and more robust
to position and load uncertainties, which are inevitable in any realistic operating
environment. Stretchable tactile sensors hold promise for emerging applications in
areas including robotics, prosthetics, and minimally invasive surgery that employ
tactile information as a primary or supplemental aid to normal functioning.
Consequently, the development of stretchable, skin-like tactile sensors has been
a longstanding goal of engineering, motivated in part by the remarkable functional
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characteristics of biological skin, underlined above. However, artificial tactile sensors
that might mimic both the mechanical and multimodal tactile sensory capabilities
of biological skin remain far from realization, due to the challenges of fabricating
spatially dense, mechanically robust, and compliant sensors in elastic media that
differ greatly from materials that are ordinarily used in electronic systems.
Inspired by these considerations, this thesis focuses on the design and fabrication
of stretchable tactile sensing arrays, and the integration of wearable tactile sensors,
produced using these methods, into a tactile sensing system that can capture mechan-
ical properties of objects and surfaces being touched, including their geometry and
mechanical properties. This research was directly motivated by emerging applications
of tactile mechanical imaging in medicine. Despite advances in this area, little knowl-
edge currently exists to facilitate the design and fabrication of soft tactile sensors for
biomedical imaging, especially in wearable sensing applications. The present thesis
contributes in several areas that will be instrumental to addressing this shortcoming,
and to facilitating other applications in medicine, industry, robotics, and consumer
electronics.
1.1 Scope
The goal of this thesis is to create fundamental knowledge and methods that
will be required in order to realize stretchable tactile sensors that achieve spatial
resolution and mechanical compliance that approach the remarkable capabilities of
biological skin, and that are capable of electronically capturing signals that reveal
geometric and mechanical properties of touched objects or surfaces. The work is
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further motivated by the vision of realizing electronic skin that might complement,
or augment, human sensory capabilities – for example, to capture quantitative touch
information during medical palpation and other activities – or that might integrate
in robotic systems – for example, to capture tactile interactions of a probe with body
tissues during minimally invasive surgery. To this end, the sensors investigated in the
thesis are intended to be thin and compliant, capable of conforming to the hand, to
a robotic end effector, or other biological or engineering systems.
The research contributing to this thesis has systematically addressed several key
concerns, in areas of design, device physics, fabrication, systems integration, and
applications, guided by the aforementioned overarching objectives. Milestones in the
research include: Critical and empirical reviews of design strategies and limitations of
approaches to soft tactile sensing; An analysis of physical mechanisms and limitations
of capacitive elastomeric sensors; Design methods, multiphysics modeling, and soft
lithography based fabrication of soft microfluidic tactile sensors; Methods for the
mechanical tuning and multilayer assembly of heterogeneous tactile sensors; And an
empirical investigation of tactile sensing and data analysis for the mechanical imaging
and detection of lumps in simulated tissue.
1.2 Thesis Overview
This thesis is organized in seven chapters, including this introduction, a critical
review of prior research, a feasibility study exploring methods for soft tactile sensing,
new results on tactile sensors (published in two published journal papers); new results
on the engineering design of heterogeneous tactile sensors (presented in one journal
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paper currently in review); new results on tactile sensing for the mechanical imag-
ing of tissues, described in one chapter comprising a manuscript in preparation for
submission; and a conclusion and outlook toward future directions of research. The
thesis has also yielded one provisional patent application (full application expected
in August, 2016) covering several inventions developed during this research.
Chapter 2 provides a survey of prior research on human tactile sensing, on new
technologies of artificial tactile sensing, and applications in biomedical imaging. Basic
concepts and properties of the sense of touch, especially in humans, are summarized.
Tactile sensing strategies, including materials and fabrication methods, reported in
prior literature are surveyed and critically evaluated, particularly in relation to meth-
ods for flexible or stretchable tactile sensing. The last part reviews considerations
and uses of tactile sensing for mechanical imaging in biomedical applications.
Chapter 3 presents a preliminary theoretical, computational, and empirical ex-
ploration of several potential strategies for the design and fabrication of stretchable
tactile sensors. Five different sensor designs, based on resistive and capacitive sens-
ing, are explored theoretically, then numerically, using multiphysics Finite Element
Method analysis, shedding light on factors affecting the performance of soft tactile
sensors. Details about the approach are provided in Appendix B. Several methods for
matrix addressing of arrays of sensing elements are also discussed. I then present an
empirical evaluation of methods for fabricating these devices, building on prior tech-
niques for soft lithography. Several prototype sensors were fabricated, and then tested
and analyzed, establishing the feasibility of this approach, which methods presented
in subsequent chapters build further upon.
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Chapter 4 presents new methods for the design and fabrication of thin and
deformable, high-resolution tactile sensors based on arrays of microfluidic channels
embedded in thin elastomer membranes. The performance of these devices is pre-
dicted using an analytical model, derived from electrostatic theory and continuum
mechanics. This model provides an analytical expression relating the mechanical
behavior (strain or force) and electronic response (capacitance) of the device. This
model is demonstrated to accurately predict the operational behavior of measure-
ments with real capacitance-based elastomer sensors. It revealed a linear operating
range at high strains, and an unexpected nonmonotonic regime at low strains, which
arises due to the coupling of the mechanical and electrostatic behavior. This chapter
also presents a new fabrication method, which we refer to as Direct Filament Casting,
to efficiently and precisely fabricate such sensing arrays. I demonstrate that, using
this fabrication method, one can readily produce 23 × 23 element sensing arrays,
yielding spatial resolution of at least 1 mm−1. The mechanical and electronic be-
havior of the resulting devices were characterized, including stretchability, linearity,
repeatability, signal-to-noise ratio, strain-rate dependence, and hysteresis.
In contrast to the monolithic substrates employed for the devices of Chapter
4, Chapter 5 presents an investigation of new methods for designing soft tactile
sensors based on multi-layer heterogeneous 3D structures that combine active layers,
containing embedded liquid metal electrodes, with passive and mechanically tunable
layers, containing air cavities and micropillar geometric supports. This study ex-
plores method to address fundamental limitations, identified in Chapter 4, affecting
the performance of solid cast elastomer capacitive sensors, which can be attributed
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to the close coupling of mechanical and electronic behavior in these devices. The
proposed methods facilitate greater control over mechanical and electronic perfor-
mance of these sensing arrays. Analytical and computational models of these devices
are demonstrated to accurately predict the system response. A new soft lithography
fabrication method is also presented, based on the casting, alignment, and fusion of
multiple functional layers in a soft polymer substrate. Measurements indicate that
the response is monotonic, even at very low strains. The heterogeneous mechanical
design in these sensors avoids the artifacts that were deduced and observed in Chap-
ter 4. The response linearity, repeatability, hysteresis, and related properties were
characterized. In order to demonstrate the practical utility of the devices, we used
them to perform two-dimensional tactile imaging under distributed indentation loads,
yielding signals with markedly high dynamic range and low crosstalk.
Chapter 6 presents ongoing research into the utility of the tactile sensors result-
ing from the research in Chapter 5 for imaging lumps embedded in simulated tissue,
including applications to machine and wearable tactile imaging. In order to facili-
tate high dynamic range sensing in real-time, the chapter also presents the design
of a system for fast, electronic matrix addressed measurement of extremely small,
femtofarad-scale capacitance levels, including steps that were required in order to
ensure adequate sensitivity and signal-to-noise ratio in these measurements. Using
custom fabricated simulated tissues, we demonstrated that the system could accu-
rately detect even small lumps embedded at depths significantly larger than their
size. Tactile imaging remained effective whether sensing palpation was applied by
an engineering system or was worn on a human finger. This lends support to the
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viability of wearable sensors for tactile imaging in medicine, an approach that could
impact common procedures such as the digital rectal examination.
Chapter 7 concludes this thesis with a summary of the main results and con-
tributions, and a discussion of directions for future work.
Appendix A describes the design of, and a reference implementation for, an
electronic data acquisition system, used in Chapters 5 6, for matrix-addressed capac-
itive sensing at the femtofarad scale. The reference system achieves a high signal-to-
noise ratio of 60 dB and very low levels of interference and crosstalk.
1.3 Summary of contributions
This thesis addresses many aspects of the challenging problem of engineering
skin-like electronic sensors. The main contributions of the thesis are as follows:
• A critical assessment of, and new proposals for, design strategies for realizing
stretchable tactile sensing arrays using liquid alloy or conductive thread embed-
ded within soft polymer thin layer. Five different design methods were proposed
and evaluated in this preliminary work, leading to the capacitive, microfluidic
approach to tactile sensing that was adopted, and investigated, in the remainder
of the research.
• An analytical treatment of capacitance sensing in solid-cast elastomers, based
on electrostatic theory and continuum mechanics. This analysis revealed funda-
mental performance limitations that are predicted to generically aﬄict any such
device, including the presence of a non-monotonic regime at low strain. This
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model was validated using measurements with laboratory produced devices,
yielding excellent agreement with theory.
• Applications of numerical, finite-element analyses for multiphysics modeling of
three-dimensional soft tactile sensors based on capacitance sensing methods.
This modeling approach also yielded excellent agreement with measurements of
real devices.
• A simple and accurate soft lithography method, which we refer to as “direct
filament casting”, for the design and fabrication of high resolution tactile sensors
with sub-millimeter resolution, using soft addition-cured polymer membranes
and networks of embedded microfluidic channels.
• Reference designs and functional prototypes for soft capacitive tactile sensing
arrays, including a monolayer 8×8 sensing array, and multilayer 9×9, and 9×13
cell sensing arrays, which were demonstrated in laboratory controlled loading
conditions and (for the latter devices) via tactile imaging applications with
simulated tissue. Through the selection of (polymer) substrate, conductive
materials, and geometric parameters, the devices can readily be adapted to
meet application requirements, including compliance, sensitivity, resolution, and
dynamic range.
• Design methods and a reference implementation for a fast-scanning tactile imag-
ing system, capable of measuring capacitance at sub-picofarad levels, perform-
ing data acquisition and real-time visualization. The reference system yields a
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high signal-to-noise ratio of 60 dB and remarkably low levels of interference and
crosstalk.
• Applications of soft capacitive tactile sensors for wearable tactile imaging of
lumps embedded in simulated tissue. The results demonstrate that the system
is capable of imaging lump with high contrast, under a wide variety of configu-
rations, when guided via either an engineering mechanism or human finger.
To date, this research has resulted in two published journal articles, one journal
article that is currently under review, one pending journal submission (expected July,
2016), one conference abstract, and a provisional patent application.
The results of this research may further contribute to a wide range of poten-
tial applications, in areas such as haptic human-computer interaction, health care,
prosthetics, ergonomics, and robotics.
Chapter 1: Introduction
Chapter 2: Background
The scope of the dissertation depends on prior research in several fields, including
tactile sensing and biomedical imaging. The art of the state in these fields is surveyed
in the following sections
2.1 Human tactile sensing
The skin is the largest organ of the body. It serves as a significant part of the
immune system by protecting the human body from outside environment, but also
provides information of various modalities about objects under contact. These pieces
of information are essential for many daily activities involving haptic perception.
Without haptic sensation, one can hardly be able to maintain a stable grasp of objects
as demonstrated in scientific experiments performed by anesthetization of the skin on
the hands [19]. Information gathered during the touching process is referred as tactile
information. It includes temperature, humidity, normal and shear force, softness,
shape and texture [20]. Depending on the site of the sensory input, the “sense of
touch” in humans can be classified into cutaneous and kinesthetic sensing [2], the
first referring to sensations on the skin, and the latter to forces and movements of the
body.
Tactile sensing generally refers to sensing of tactile information via cutaneous
sensors embedded in the skin. Based on research work in anatomic, three different
groups of sensors are located in the various layers of the skin: mechanoreceptors for
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mechanical stress and strain, thermoreceptors for temperature, and nocioceptors for
pain or damage [2]. Mechanoreceptors provide the essential spatiotemporal mechan-
ical information related to touching. During active touch interaction, non-cutaneous
sensors with end organs located in muscles, joint capsule and ligaments also play sig-
nificant roles [21]. External stimuli are sensed and transduced into electrical (neural)
signals by these receptors, and then transmitted and processed in higher levels of
the central nervous system. Mechanoreceptors have two important parameters: the
rate of adaption and the size of receptive field, or spatial area of sensitivity on the
body. Based on this, there are four mainr tactile mechanoreceptors present in the
highly sensitive hairless (glabrous) skin of the fingers and palms of the hands: Mess-
ner’s Corpuscles, Merkel Disks, Ruffini Organs, and Pacinian Corpuscles. Figure2.1
illustrates the location of these mechanoreceptors, as well as how humans sense and
capture sensory information via touching.
2.2 Artificial tactile sensing
Artificial tactile sensing has been employed in, or investigated in relation to,
various applications, from human-computer interfaces, to humanoid robot hands,
and astronaut space suits. As shown in figure 2.2, artificial tactile sensors can be
classified into three categories: non-flexible sensors, flexible sensors and stretchable
sensors. Conventional tactile sensors, such as PZT ceramic piezoelectric disc sensors,
are made of rigid materials. These sensors may be distributed over a regular contact
interface to form tactile sensors that can be quite sensitive, but rather rigid, due to
the stiffness of the materials involved. With the development of new material and
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Figure 2.1 (a) Section of glabrous skin showing physical location of various mechanore-
ceptors. (b) Tactile signal transmission from fingertips to somatosensory area of
brain. (c) Functional events during tactile signal transmission from contact point to
the brain. For simplicity, the signal flow is unidirectional. In general, the information
transfer is bidirectional, with a complementary path used by motor signals [2].
fabrication technologies, and advances in flexible electronics, flexible sensors that can
be bent along a single axis have been developed. Such sensors can be fabricated with
high spatial resolution using mature fabrication techniques [7]. They can rarely be
stretched in lateral directions (in the plane of the device), however, making these
devices less useful in sensing configurations that would demand that they conform to
surfaces that are curved in more than a single direction. Since the latter comprise most
real-world surfaces, there has been growing interest in research on soft stretchable
sensing methods. The remainder of this section provides a review of methods for
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artificial tactile sensing, with special attention to technologies for stretchable tactile
sensing.
Figure 2.2 Classification of tactile sensors with respect to flexibility and stretchability.
Various transduction principles have been used in artificial tactile sensing, includ-
ing capacitive, piezoelectric, piezoresistive, inductive, optoelectric, antenna-based and
strain gauge methods. A subset of these methods have been applied for the devel-
opment of flexible or stretchable sensors. In the field of tactile sensing, electronic
devices that can mimic one or more functionalities of skin in sensing tactile signals
are often referred to as “electronic skin” [1, 6, 22]. In contrast with conventional rigid
sensing devices, and in recognition of the important role played by skin mechanics in
biological touch sensing, it is reasonable to consider that an electronic sensor mimick-
ing biological skin should be stretchable, facilitating compliance and conformability
to non-planar curved surfaces.
Prior researchers have drawn design guidelines for the design of tactile sensors,
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in the form of electronic skin, by comparison with simplified sensory characteristics
of human skin. One such set of guidelines is shown in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1 Summary of the properties of human skin and requirements for e-skin [1]
Parameters Human Skin Requirement for E-Skin
Spatial resolution 1 mm 1-2 mm
Temporal resolution 20-40 ms 1-10 ms
Working range >10 kPa 1-1000 g
Hysteresis High Low
Significant research has been undertaken in material engineering, device design
and fabrication in order to realize devices that can achieve levels of flexibility or
stretchability required for real world applications. Generalized flexibility is sometimes
taken to encompass both bendability and lateral stretching deformability, although
most flexible electronics are not able to meet the latter benchmark. If not otherwise
specified, the term “stretchable” is used here to denote a device that is not only
flexible, but can also deform under in-plane (lateral) stretching.
Many flexible tactile sensing devices have been fabricated on thin plastic sub-
strates such as polymide [6–8, 23–27]. However, the fabrication of stretchable de-
vices has been proved more challenging, and rarer. We can identify two different
attributes can be result in macroscopic stretchability. The first, intrinsic stretch-
ability, is achieved when the materials themselves are low modulus and stretchable
[3–5, 10, 11, 13, 17, 28, 29]. The second, extrinsic stretchability, occurs when in which
the composite or patterned geometry of a material that is otherwise stiff enables it
to achieve stretchability [9, 12, 13, 30–32]. Devices reported in the literature can be
characterized as having adopted either one or both of these strategies.
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Synthetic tactile sensors with flexibility or stretchability can thus be usefully
categorized according to two factors: The physical sensing principle they utilize, and
the strategy they employ in order to facilitate stretchability. The following seven
sensor designs encompass most prior examples of interest:
• Intrinsically stretchable resistive sensors embedded in elastomer
• Flexible resistive sensors with piezoresistive polymer and semiconductor
• Hybrid stretchable-flexible resistive sensors
• Intrinsically stretchable capacitive sensors
• Extrinsically stretchable capacitive sensors
• Intrinsically stretchable optical sensors
• Intrinsically Stretchable fluidic antenna-based strain sensors
2.2.1 Stretchable and flexible resistive sensors
Intrinsically stretchable resistive sensors embedded in elastomer Stretch-
able resistive sensors are generally based on either a resistive strain gauge or on
piezoresistive materials. The former relates the resistance of a resistor with its ge-
ometric change [3–5, 17, 33]. The latter measures the resistance of a piezoresistive
resistor made by piezoresistive semiconductor or piezoresistive rubber [6–9, 27, 34].
A number of intrinsically stretchable sensors have been reported in recent litera-
ture. One popular approach begins with an elastic substrates, such as a soft synthetic
polymers, into which deformable conductive elements, such as conductive fluids, are
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Figure 2.3 Stretchable sensors fabricated on a silicone rubber substrate, with mi-
crochannels filled with conductive fluids embedded. (a) planar capacitive sensor;
(b)planar inductive sensor; (c) planar resistive sensor [3]; (d) resistive sensor in multi-
layers with equal sensitivity in x and y axis [4]; (e) planar resistive sensor with cou-
pling design for stretchable wiring part and sensing part. The blue sensing channel is
filled with saline solution (200 - 1000 kohm), the white wiring channel is filled with
eutectic gallium indium (2 ohm), the dark part is the interface between the two dif-
ferent channel, made of conductive silicone rubber dopped by nickel nanostrand and
nickel-coated carbon fiber [5].
introduced [3–5], Figure 2.3. Silicone rubber can possess a very low Young’s modulus
(69 kPa, shore hardness 00-30), and can yield high stretchability [4]. The conductive
elements in the devices shown are microchannels filled with conductive fluids. Eutec-
tic Gallium Indium (EGaIn), a metal alloy with a low melting point, has proved to
be a popular choice for the fabrication of stretchable electronics, due to its ability to
remain liquid at room temperatures, and to be able to form stable microstructures of
liquid metal owing to the large rheological effects [35].
Sensors made using these methods can withstand very large strains without
failure. However, those reported in the literature largely consist of single element
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sensors with relatively large dimensions, on the order of centimeters, making them less
useful for applications, such as tactile imaging, that require sensing at a distributed
array of points. While it is possible to combine multiple devices of this type (see
our preliminary work, below), many of the sensing techniques that have been used
are not readily scalable to smaller geometries, and may present practical challenges
to tactile sensing. Sensors using EGaIn as sensing elements and wires may also face
noise difficulties, which can arise due to deformations in the connective wires. Prior
research has attempted to address this problem through the use of conductive fluids of
widely varying conductivity for sensing and wiring elements, with a solid conductive
interface between the two, as shown in figure 2.3 (e) [5]. However, the limited spatial
resolution achieved to date using these methods points to the difficulty of resolving
these problems.
Flexible resistive sensors with piezoresistive polymer and semiconductor
Prior research has been conducted on the design and fabrication of flexible sensing
arrays on plastic substrates (for example, polymide). These devices are often
fabricated through procedures based on well established thin-film transistor (TFT)
technology, which provides an active addressing method for the sensing array. The
benefits of active addressing methods over passive addressing are reduced signal
crosstalk [6] and faster reading rates. As shown in the example of figure 2.4, a
sensing array can be designed to consist of single sensing elements aligned in both
the X and Y directions, with pressure sensitive rubber (piezoresistive) resistors
cascaded to a TFT. These sensing arrays can be fabricated in a relatively high
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Figure 2.4 Left: Flexible sensing and display in user-interactive e-skin made on
polymide [6]. The sensing array consists of single sensing elements aligned in the
X and Y directions, with pressure sensitive rubber resistor cascaded to a nanotube
thin-film transistor (TFT) and an OLED in each element. A, Schematic layout of
a single pixel. B, Schematic diagram of an array of pixels. C, Optical microscope
image of a fabricated pixel before the integration of TFT and OLED. d, prototype
of a flexible 16 × 16 array. Right: Nanowire-based macroscale flexible e-skin [7]. A,
Schematic of the e-skin.B, C, optical photographs of the prototype of 19 × 18 pixel
array on 7 × 7 cm2. D, Optical microscope image of a single sensing pixel. E, F,
Scanning electron micrographs of a NW-array FET
spatial resolution, with element spacing as low as 3.5 mm reported in the literature
[7]. The fabrication technology is, in comparison to other types of sensors, better
established, building on methods from the semiconductor industry, and somewhat
higher spatial resolution and thinner devices have been achieved using these
methods than with alternative techniques.
Another sensing material being investigated for use in flexible sensing arrays is
microstructured silicon [8]. As shown in figure 2.5, a flexible piezoresistive strain
gauge that uses thin ribbons of single-crystalline silicon on plastic substrates was de-
veloped. In this approach, ultra-thin silicon ribbons or membranes, which have higher
gauge factor (GF) than conventional metal-foil strain gauge, are derived from bulk
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Figure 2.5 (a) Schematic of a microstructured resistor and a Wheaston Bridge on a
thin plastic substrate. (b)Top-view optical micrograph of a representative WB and an
isolated resistor. (c) Schematic of a mapping array of microstructured silicon strain
gauges, with microstructured p-n diodes for multiplexed addressing. (d) Optical
image of a representative array on a plastic substrate (Kapton); the inset on top and
bottom left gives a circuit diagram and a top view of a single unit cell, respectively
[8].
wafers, or silicon-on-insulator (SOI) substrates, and then assembled using printing-
like techniques onto thin sheets of plastic (polymide, Kapton).
Bendable sensors fabricated on plastic substrates have been extensively investi-
gated, but most piezoresistive sensors are fabricated on flexible substrates with little
lateral stretchability, aiding their integration in curved, non-planar, or deformable
surfaces where better confomability is required.
Hybrid stretchable-flexible resistive sensors
As noted, flexible sensing arrays fabricated on stiff substrates have very limited
lateral stretchability, and an alternative is to design the device structure so as to
yield extrinsic stretchability. In one example, shown in figure 2.6, a perforated
organic transistor active matrix for large-area sensing was investigated [9]. While all
the materials used in the matrix, such as the electrical routing, substrate and
transistors, were rigid, the net-like structure of the matrix provides a hard limit to
the lateral stretchability that can be achieved, typically no more than about
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25-30%. In addition, such a matrix is incapable of simultaneous, biaxial stretching.
Figure 2.6 A laterally stretchable, perforated, flexible sensing matrix fabricated on
an unstretchable substrate. (a) Cross-sectional illustration of the pressure sensor
comprising pressure sensitive rubber and organic transistors. (b) The circuit diagram
of one pressure cell. The current (IDS) changes when mechanical pressure is applied
to the pressure sensitive rubber. (c) Demonstration of a pressure sensor active matrix
on an arbitrary curved surface. Pressure sensor matrix spread over an egg. (d) The
current of each sensing element measured by applying a voltage bias of VDS = -20
V and VGS = -20 V under the application of local pressure, and the correct spatial
distribution of the pressure obtained by current intensity [9].
To improve the stretchability of this net-shaped matrix, printable elastic con-
ductors prepared by doping single-wall carbon nanotube (SWCNT) have been used
to connect all the transistors [9], but no sensing elements were integrated in the re-
sulting device. As shown in figure 2.7, the printed organic transistors function as
active components for addressing, and the net-shaped SWCNT elastic conductors,
made by a mechanical punching system, function as electrical routing. Finally, the
whole matrix was coated with PDMS to encapsulate it.
2.2.2 Stretchable capacitive sensors
Intrinsically stretchable capacitive sensors
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Figure 2.7 A printed active matrix with intrinsic materials for substrate, electrical
routing and transistor. (a) Images of large-area stretchable active matrix compring
19 × 37 element. (b) The magnified image of one cell. (c)Schematic illustrations of
the stretchable active matrix.
In contrast to resistive sensing methods, capacitive sensors attribute a capacitance
change between electrodes to a geometric change in the device. Taking the basic
parallel capacitor as an example, the overall capacitance is proportional to the
overlap in electrode area and the dielectric permittivity, but is inversely proportional
to the distance between the two parallel electrodes. Thus, if a stretchable dielectric
and an elastic electrode material are used to fabricate capacitor array, a change of
geometry under an imposed mechanical load can be inferred by analyzing the
resulting change of capacitance for each capacitive element.
As shown in figure 2.8, a transparent compressible capacitive sensing array was
demonstrated by Lipomi et al. [10]. Aligned carbon nanotubes in a thin layers
were prepared by mask spray-coating a PDMS substrate, and subsequently biaxially
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stretching the membrane in repeated cycles. The resulting carbon nanotube layer
functions as a stretchable electrode and routing wire. Two layers of PDMS covered
with stretchable carbon nanotube patterns were configured in overlapping fashion,
with a 90 degree intersection angle between the electrodes, in order to form a capac-
itor matrix. To further increase the stretchability, a softer silicon rubber (Ecoflex,
Smooth-on) was sandwiched between the two PDMS layers to function as the main
dielectric layer. Under normal pressure, the sensor will be compressed, decreasing the
distance between the two electrode layers, causing the capacitance to be increased.
Other than using a carbon nanotube, silver nanowire has also been used to fabricate
elastomeric transparent capacitive sensors on polyurethane substrate [29]. A screen
printing fabrication method using silver nanowire has been demonstrated in another
research effort [36]. Flexible microfluidic normal force sensors fabricated on flexible,
but non-stretchable, PDMS have also been demonstrated in the literature [28].
Prior researchers have investigated the development of single-element (i.e., non-
array) lateral strain sensors with principles similar to those employed in the afore-
mentioned normal force (pressure) sensor arrays. One example incorporated a highly
elastic strain gauge based on capacitive sensing of parallel, carbon nanotube-based
percolation electrodes separated by a dielectric elastomer [11]; See figure 2.9. The
Poisson ratio of the material was taken into account when computing the expected
pattern of deformation for a given lateral strain, and on this basis, an analytical
model of the sensor performance was developed [11].
Other approaches to planar capacitive strain sensing, based on conductive fluid
microchannels embedded in silicone rubber substrate, have also been developed in
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Figure 2.8 Stretchable capacitive sensors fabricated on elastic substrates with pat-
terned stretchable carbon nanotube electrodes. (a)The main steps of fabrication of
the sensor. (b) Photograph of a 8 × 8 device, with enhanced contrast to show the
lines of nanotubes (scale bar, 1 cm). (c) Photograph of the device over a backlit
LCD. (d) Map of the estimated pressure profile over a two-dimensional area based on
the change in capacitance registered by a central pixel and its four nearest neighbors
when a pressure of 1 MPa is applied to the central pixel (scale bar, 2 mm) [10].
prior literature [3]; See figure 2.3 (a).
Extrinsically stretchable capacitive sensors
In addition to approaches that have achieved stretchability through the use of
intrinsically elastic materials, stretchable sensing has also been facilitated through
the geometric patterning of otherwise low-elasticity sensing elements or electric
routings, as noted above. Notably, one of the challenges of fabricating intrinsic
stretchable sensors is preparing stable elastic conductors for electrodes or routing.
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Figure 2.9 Mechanism, design, and fabrication of a Poisson Capacitor. (a) Poisson
contraction converts planar strain into a decrease in gap distance between the per-
colating electrodes, and a commensurate increase in capacitance. (b) Schematic of
device geometry; all sensing is carried out in the middle region of the sensor. (c) SEM
data demonstrating percolation of the nanotubes within the electrode; scale bar: 500
nm. (d) Close-up image of the sensing region of the device. Darker region is due to
overlap of electrodes, and striations are due to texture of the background; scale bar:
0.75 cm. (e) Process flow for preparing a sensor [11].
To address this challenge, prior researchers, including the Rogers group at Univ.
Illinois, have developed stretchable electronic devices that employ conventional
metals (for example, gold) in electrically conductive components [12]. The metals
were laminated and patterned into undulating, serpentine shapes on substrates,
which were then sealed with thin insulating layers, as shown in figure 2.10. The
serpentine curve patterns provide lateral stretchability. In this electrophysiological
(EP) measurement device, the electrodes that are used to couple EP signals from
conductive skin-like sensors were made by perforated serpentine patterned thin films
of gold, which demonstrates a new way of using conventional metal material for
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stretchable electronics. Research from the same group using a similar strategy
employed a capacitive sensor array on a fingertip tube, as shown in figure 2.11 [13].
However, each single sensing unit requires a pair of electrical routing wires, limiting
the ability to achieve higher spatial resolution or large area devices. Further
research from this group can be found in [31, 32].
Figure 2.10 Schematic illustration of an epidermal electronic system (EES) with a ca-
pacitive sensor for electrophysiological (EP) measurement using insulated electrodes
for measurement, grounding and reference. (a) Capacitive EES on the skin and an
equivalent circuit model. Capacitive coupling through the insulation layer provides
the basis for detecting EP signals. b) Optical image of a capacitive EES, c) Scanning
electron image of a unit cell of the fi lamentary serpentine (FS) mesh electrode struc-
ture. The fi laments, which consist of thin metal films encapsulated above and below
by coatings of polyimide, have widths of 30 µ m and total thickness of < 1 µ m [12].
2.2.3 Other stretchable sensor modalities
Intrinsically stretchable optical sensors
Optical sensors based on fiber Bragg-grating or proximate optical waveguide
coupling have been reported [14]. Bragg-gratings in a fiber function as a sensing
mechanism because the reflected optical wavelength directly depends on the
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Figure 2.11 Tactile sensing with integrated capacitance sensors. (a) Sensors on the
anterior of the thumb. (b) inner electrodes for a 2×3 array of sensors (electro-tactile
electrodes). (c) outer electrodes for the same array [13].
geometric configuration of the grating. As shown in figure 2.12 (a, b), the
incorporation of a Bragg-grating fiber in a soft elastic substrate can be used to form
a single unit normal pressure sensor or lateral strain sensor. However, these
elements are not easy to fabricate into a matrix with enough spatial resolution since
each sensor needs a pair of optical input-output fibers, and the fiber is generally
vulnerable to damage in the presence of small radii of curvature. Another type of
optical pressure sensor is based on proximate coupling happening between two
waveguides that are close enough to each other, as shown in figure 2.12 (c, d). Two
layers of parallel aligned waveguides were overlapping with a 90 degree rotation
angle. When pressure is applied to the top of the sensor, light emmitted through
the waveguides in the upper layer will be coupled into the lower layer’s waveguides.
Higher spatial resolution can be achieved in optical coupling schemes, but the
peripheral circuit and instruments for light source, light switching and light
detection make it less advantageous for stretchable sensing over a large area.
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Figure 2.12 Stretchable optical sensors. (a) Schematic of sensing by Bragg-grating in
fiber. (b) Illustration of Bragg-grating fiber integrated into soft substrate. (c) Oper-
ation principle of pressure sensor based on optical coupling between two proximate
waveguides. (d) CCD view showing the coupling of light between waveguides in two
parallel layers. (left) Light was sent into the lower waveguides, without applying pres-
sure to the sensor. (right) Pressing the sensor results in light coupling to a waveguide
in the upper layer. [14]
Although limitations exist, the insensitivity to electromagnetic interference makes
optical sensors advantageous for situations involving irregular electromagnetic noise,
i.e. human body capacitance.
Stretchable fluidic antenna-based strain sensors
Through the utilization of the resonant frequency of a dipole radiofrequency
antennae depending on the length of the dipole, stretchable antennae have also been
fabricated for measuring mechanical strain [15, 16, 37]. As shown in figure 2.13,
reversibly deformable and mechanically tunable fluidic antennae were fabricated in
PDMS substrate by soft-lithography method [15]. Eutectic Gallium Indium was
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injected into micro-channels embedded in the PDMS substrate, functioning as
stretchable electrodes for the dipole antenna. The peak reflected wavelength
changes in response to any change of the antenna’s length. Another research group
fabricated a radiofrequency microfluidic antenna with higher stretchability, as
shown in figure 2.14. In addition to PDMS, softer polymer substrates have been
used to further increase the elasticity of the device [16].
The fabrication of this type of sensor is relatively less complex. But these sen-
sors can only detect lateral strain, not normal pressure. Also, they can be hard to
miniaturize due to the bulky RF connections between instrument and the sensing
antenna.
Figure 2.13 Fabrication process of the stretchable fluidic dipole antenna. (a) geometry
of the dipole antenna. (b, c) stretching of the sensor after filling channels with liquid
metal alloy (eGaIn). (d) The antenna exhibits self-healing capability after a sharp
blade cut. [15]
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Figure 2.14 Schematic illustrations and optical micrograph of the stretch- able an-
tenna. The half-wave dipole antenna is made of EGaIn embedded in microfluidic
channels composed of PDMS and Ecoflex. EGaIn is injected by positive pressure into
the inlet, and the EGaIn-filled microfluidic channels are sealed with epoxy resin [16].
2.3 Tactile sensing for biomedical imaging
The possibility of sensing via stretchable soft electronic skin is increasingly ap-
preciated for its applicability to situations in which conventional stiff sensing devices
may not be the best options. Relevant application domains include minimally invasive
surgery, medical diagnostics, autonomous robotics, and prosthetics. Biomedical sens-
ing has rapidly advanced, resulting in new medical instruments that can aid in disease
diagnosis, documentation and treatment, and better make use of medical knowledge
and physician skill during clinical interventions. Although many techniques have been
proposed for electronic palpation and tactile imaging of body tissues [38–40], nearly
all of them have the drawback of greatly hindering the physician’s own use of touch.
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In one relevant investigation, stretchable resistive sensing arrays were fabricated
for endoscopic tactile imaging [17], as shown in figure 2.15. Microchannels with
spiral sensing patterns were fabricated by photolithography on silicon substrates for
molding with PDMS, and then filled with eGaIn. A 9-element sensing array was
made and wrapped around an endoscopic sheath to detect normal surface pressure.
Pressure readings from the compressed sensor array were translated into a color-coded
graphical user interface, as shown in figure 2.16.
Figure 2.15 Production of the pressure-sensing array for the endoscope operating
sheath. a) The flat-channel geometry with fill ports before the demolding step (note
the spiral microchannels arrayed in 3 parallel rows of 3 channels each). b) The
microchannels have been filled with eGaIn, and coated copper microwires have been
inserted. c) The final flat-sensor array has been mounted on the endoscope operating
sheath. The thin orange polyimide tubing on which the sensor array is mounted
enables easy application and removal from the endoscope operating sheath. A heat-
shrink polymer wrap (dark gray) binds the wires to the operating shaft before their
collection into the cable leading to the data acquisition board (seen as multicolored
cable) [17].
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Figure 2.16 Transcortical introduction of the sensing operating sheath with lateral
motion testing. For demonstrative purposes, a single sensor, S1, is examined at
increasing degrees of lateral displacement (a-c). The darkest red warning threshold
is again reached with applied force of 30 mmHg.
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Chapter 3: Assessing Design Methods for Stretchable Tactile
Sensors
Preface to Chapter 3:
As noted in the preceding chapter, several techniques have been proposed for the
design of tactile sensors that are flexible or stretchable in prior research. Stretchabil-
ity in these devices is typically achieved through the appropriate selection of sensor
materials and geometry. Both of these factors also depend on the operating principle
of the sensor.
This chapter presents preliminary work, in the form of an empirical assessment
of design methods for stretchable tactile sensors, with special attention to tradeoffs
between the use of highly compliant substrates (such as soft synthetic polymer) and
non-stretchable, but patternable, materials (such as metallic fiber weaves).
The chapter begins with categorical review of design alternatives. Then five
different design methods, based on two different operating principles (variable resis-
tance or variable capacitance), are proposed. Particular attention is devoted to sensor
designs combining soft polymers with liquid conductors. Through numerical finite el-
ement method analysis, a further assessment of design factors is undertaken for one
representative design – a microfluidic resistive sensor. Subsequently, an empirical
evaluation of the feasibility of several soft lithography fabrication techniques suitable
for the design of tactile sensors is undertaken. In an appendix, we derive analytical
models for the two of the example sensor configurations described here.
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As a result of this exploratory study, we identified one sensor design as most
promising for further study. It consisted of a capacitive sensing array constructed
from microfluidic channels filled with liquid metal (eutectic Gallium Indium) alloy
embedded in a low modulus polymer substrate. This approach to soft sensing is
subsequently investigated in the chapters that follow.
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The research in this dissertation is based on the hypothesis that by designing
the electronic structure and material properties of wearable tactile sensors, and by
processing the resulting signals appropriately, it is possible to capture the mechanical
and geometric features of a touched object. The design of soft tactile sensors involves
choices affecting both the electronic performance and mechanical behavior of the
device. In the research described below, we theoretically and empirically investigated
several of the most salient factors that are involved.
3.1 Design methods for elastic strain sensors
3.1.1 Review of principles of conventional resistive and ca-
pacitive sensors
We consider two different working principles for tactile sensing arrays: resis-
tive sensing and capacitive sensing. The former relates the change in resistance of a
stretchable electrical conductor to an applied load, in the form of a surface pressure
distribution, which can be inferred from the resistance measurements. In contrast,
the second method, capacitive sensing, involves the change in mutual capacitance be-
tween conductive electrodes in a deformable substrate in response an applied pressure
distribution. The capacitance can be used to infer the corresponding calculated ex-
ternal load. In this section, these operating principles are briefly reviewed. Analytical
models for the two types of sensors are presented in an appendix.
Resistive tactile sensors
Resistive sensors can be categorized into two basic families: strain sensors and
pressure sensors. However, the principle that governs these transducers is the same:
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the law of resistance. The basic model for a resistive sensor based on stretchable
electrical conductor is a single channel embedded in a stretchable substrate [4, 33]
(Figure 3.1). A relation between applied strain and pressure can be obtained analyt-
ically, accounting for the material properties and device geometry. Such a relation
derived in Appendix B.1.1. For stretching mode sensing, it is given by
Figure 3.1 The physics of a stretchable resistive sensor with electrically conductive
channel embedded in stretchable substrate
∆R = R−R0 = ρL
wh
{
(1 + 2ν) − ν22
(1− ν)2
}
(3.1)
where R0 is the resistance between the two terminal faces, L, w and h are the length,
cross sectional width and height of the conductive channel. ΔL, Δw and Δh are the
changes in the channel’s geometry dimensional sizes. ν is the Poisson’s ratio. ε is the
engineering strain.
For pressure mode sensors, the relationship between contact pressure p and
change of resistance (ΔR) can be obtained theoretically by using linear elastic
fracture mechanics (LEFM ) [4, 41], yielding
∆R =
ρL
wh
{
1
1− 2 (1− ν2) wp
Eh
− 1
}
(3.2)
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where E is the Young’s modulus of the substrate material, p is the contact pressure.
Capacitive tactile sensing
The principle underlying capacitance measurement for tactile sensing is based on
the fact that capacitance is a function of the geometry (size), distance, and relative
permittivity of the dielectric between the two electrode surfaces. Several approaches
to the design, fabrication, and applications of capacitive tactile sensors are described
in the literature [3, 10–12, 36, 42], including the review [22]. Capacitive sensors can
be divided into strain sensors and pressure sensors, depending on the device design
and the interpretation of the output.
Figure 3.2 The schematic of a rigid plate capacitor before and after stretching
When the vertical deformation is small, for parallel plate capacitors, the relation
between strain and capacitance can be obtained analytically, as derived in Appendix
B.1.2. It is given by
∆C ≈ C0(− 2) (3.3)
where  is the engineering strain,  = ∆g/g. From equation 3.3, the relationship
between capacitance and strain is linear when the strain is small compared to the
thickness, g. As the strain continues to increase, nonlinear behavior becomes signifi-
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cant, as evidenced by the 2nd order term, 2.
3.1.2 Multiphysics numerical simulation of a resistive tactile
sensor
This section describes a numerical simulation of a resistive sensor, and is intended
to guide the design of the proposed resistive sensing method.
As discussed above, analytical models of resistive and capacitive sensors can
be developed to yield a mathematical description of their principles of operation.
However, there are limits arising in performing such calculations for practical designs.
First, the definition of engineering strain is effective only if the deformation is very
small. In designing sensors that are subject to large deformations, using engineering
strain for calculations will introduce large errors. Second, geometric assumptions
(that the cross section remains rectangular in the example described above) will not
remain true when large deformations are present. In addition, certain effects, such
has the mechanical interaction between the solid substrate wall and liquid channel
are challenging to account for analytically (for example, the fluid must be treated
as incompressible). Consequently, in practical design, numerical methods based on
the Finite Element Method (FEM) are advantageous. FEM is an efficient numerical
method for modeling and solving problems. The weak formulation that it employs
makes it possible to solve systems that possess multiple physical effects, such as
electromagnetics and mechanics, and complex geometries.
Figure 3.3 shows a 25 × 25mm sensor with a narrow channel embedded in a soft
substrate, with channel cross section size is 200 µm (width) × 300 µm (height). The
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Figure 3.3 The geometric configuration of the 3D model. (left) 3D view of the model;
(right) top view of the model.
simulation uses silicone rubber as a substrate, and 2% wt saline solution as channel
filling conductive fluid, with material properties as listed in table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Mechanical and electrical properties of the resistive sensor model
Parameter D ν ρ S ε
Value 6× 104Pa 0.5 1070kg/m3 3S/m 1
D : Young’s modulus, ν: Poisson’s ratio, ρ: Density, S : Elec-
trical conductivity, ε: Relative permitivity.
Under a normal pressure of 30 Pa, the deformation is as shown in figure 3.4. A
linear relationship holds up to 60 Pa, in contrast to the analytical prediction. This
may be due to the incompressible fluid constraint.
Applied pressure was varied from 0 Pa to 60 Pa in the simulation (Fig. 3.5).
3.1.3 Addressing sensors in a distributed sensing array
Large area sensing array involves a network of independent sensors. One of the
challenges in designing and fabricating these sensing arrays is how to address each
sensor without performance loss.
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Figure 3.4 Solution of deformation under 30Pa: A. deformation at 0 Pa B. deforma-
tion at 30 Pa C. side view of channel deformation at 0 Pa D. top view of channel
deformation at 0 Pa
In array network devices, three basic types of addressing methods are used: pas-
sive matrix addressing, active matrix addressing and independent cumulative address-
ing. Independent cumulative addressing requires two separate electrical routings for
each single element sensor, which requires twice the number of routings as elements.
This makes it impractical for sensing arrays of large dimensions. Active matrix ad-
dressing has been employed in most modern flat-panel display devices. It is based
on thin-film transistor (TFT) technology that can be cascaded to a TFT with the
element device. As shown in figure 3.6, each TFT can be switched on or off by a set
of column-shared scanning routings. Active matrix addressing has the advantages of
reduced signal crosstalk [6], and faster reading rate.
Passive matrix addressing is easier for fabrication (Figure 3.7). It requires of
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Figure 3.5 The resistance of the channel as a function of applied pressure.
two sets of addressing wires, X and Y , that intersect. By selecting any pair of (Xi,
Yi), one element will be selected for reading. Stretchable resistive sensors have been
reported in the literature, but none of have used arrays in active or passive matrix
addressing configurations.
Here, we demonstrate the use of passive matrix addressing method shown in
figure 3.7 to fabricate a 4-element resistive sensing array (Section 3.2.1).
We have proposed several designs, shown in figure 3.8, for capacitance sensors
with different spatial resolution were demonstrated. They differ in electrode pattern
(red or blue routings) and spacing. Further examples are illustrated in in figure 3.9.
The key observation is that, by varying electrode geometry, it is possible to control
the effective area or path length of overlap, enhancing capacitance values.
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Figure 3.6 Active addressing method [6]. Each diode is one element in the matrix,
by controlling the scan line, all elements connected to that scan line can be switched
on, and their data can be read out by the connected data lines in parallel.
3.2 Fabrication methods for resistive and capacitive sensors
In this section, our preliminary investigations of methods for the fabrication of
resistive and capacitive sensing arrays are reviewed. The fabrication processes were
evaluated experimentally, and further characterized by optical inspection.
3.2.1 Resistive sensor fabrication
This device was fabricated from soft, addition-cured silicone rubber (Ecoflex OO-
30, Smooth-on, Inc.). It has proven in our experiments capable of fabricating small
feature size as small as a few micrometers. The procedure starts with printing 3D
casting mold on a 3D printer. After cleaning of the mold, the mold is cast with
premixed silicon rubber and degassing with vacuum pressure of -29 mmHg. After
curing , the cast is demolded and prepared for sealing. A silicone layer is spin coat on
a flat surface, and the two layers are combined with an open channel facing the blank
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Figure 3.7 Passive addressing method. One element can be selected and read out by
selecting the corresponding wire pair (Xi, Yi)
layer. After curing, conductive fluid is injected into the channel from its terminals
under syringe pump. Electrodes are inserted into the terminals and the device is
sealed with silicone (Figure 3.10).
Three different conductive fluids have been evaluated: eutectic Gallium Indium
(eGaIn), saline solutions, and 99.9% glycerin-saline solution (Figure 3.11). Each
exhibits different mechanical, electrical properties. The eGaIn provides very low
resistance in the range of a few ohms. Saline solution is cheap and can be tuned by
changing the concentration of salt. Its conductivity is lower than eGaIn. However, the
disadvantage of using saline solution is the difficulty of sealing, due to low viscosity.
Another shortcoming of using high concentration saline solution is the high reactivity
with the inserted metal electrodes, limiting stability and life-time of the sensor.
In further work, we aimed to miniaturize the resistive sensor and transform it into
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Figure 3.8 Pattern design for capacitive sensing array using passive matrix addressing
method. A sinusoidal pattern design for the electrical routing is adopted in the
fabrication of prototype capacitive sensing array of different spatial resolution. Red
and blue colored wires are electrical routings in two parallel layers. A: basic design
with lowest spatial resolution; B: with doubled spatial resolution along the X-axis; C:
with double spatial resolution in both X and Y axis. The axis values do not mean
the actually device dimension.
a passively addressable sensing array. Conductive thread has been used extensively in
wearable electronics [43, 44]. However, research has been focused on using conductive
thread in textile applications. Conductive thread is cheap and easy to handle for
fabrication; however it is not stretchable. To provide stretchability, we propose a
pre-strain method, see figure 3.12 and the following.
3.2.2 Capacitive sensor fabrication
Several different electrode materials and capacitor array pattern designs have
been assessed, see figure 3.13.
In the first, conductive threads were used for electrode materials and were fabri-
cated into serpentine shapes embedded on two layers in the substrate. The lower-left
picture shows another strategy of achieving stretchability, which is a novel pre-strain
method. The conductive threads were stretched in the casting mold for casting. After
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Figure 3.9 Optimized pattern design for capacitive sensing arrays. A: red and blue
colored wires are electrical routings in two parallel layers; B: blue and green colored
wires are electrical routings in bottom layer
curing, the silicone is stretched sufficiently to separate the conductive thread and the
substrate. Then the stretching force is gently released. Due to the softness of the
rubber and the friction force between the rubber inner wall and the thread during
this contracting procedure, the substrate appears to force the thread to form a helical
coil pattern within it.
Figure 3.13 (lower right) presents a further method for fabricating a stretchable
capacitive sensor using conductive liquid electrodes. It demonstrates the feasibility
of employing a filament of 100µm radius to fabricate microchannels, avoiding the use
of a sealing layer.
3.2.3 Characterization of casting mold and stretchable sub-
strate
In order to evaluate the surface morphology of the cast channel and casting
mold, I examined them an optical microscope and a fluorescence-based confocal laser
scanning microscope. Surface defects were observed to be small, on the order of a few
µm in size. The quality of the casts that could be obtained even without use of clean
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Figure 3.10 The procedure of fabricating resistive sensors by casting and spin coating
method
room facilities directly supported the feasibility of using silicone rubber, 3D printing
and casting methods to fabricate the design stretchable sensor.
From the photos in figure 3.14A it is clear that the rubber channel has small in-
dentations, with typical diameters of less than 1µm. These arise due to imperfections
in the 3D printed casting mold itself, as shown in photo C, rather than as a result
of artifacts from the casting process, such as trapped air bubbles. The middle of the
rubber channel it is much smoother because the mold shown in photo D is smoother
as well. These characterizations further prove that the substrate is able to capture
small details.
A fluorescence based laser confocal microscope was also employed to image the
channel and mold morphology. Figure 3.15 (A & B) exhibits the 3D views of the
rubber channel filled with fluorescent agent fluid; 34 (C & D) show the outer profile
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Figure 3.11 Resistive sensors using 4 different conductive fluid. (top-left) eutectic
Gallium Indium; (upper-right) saturated saline solution; (bottom-left) 99.9 % glycerin
saturated salt solution; (bottom-right) low concentration saline solution
of the mold, from which the side wall and top of the channel mold are observed to be
very smooth.
3.3 Functional analysis of sensor prototypes
We conducted laboratory experiments to characterize the response of sensor to
an applied load (Figure 3.16). The equipment consists of laboratory instrumentation,
including an LCR meter (Gwinstek LCR-819), a frame for applying point or surface
loads, and calibrated masses. The apparatus was on an optical table to minimize
environmental and mechanical noise.
Resistive sensing: Measurement and characterization
Preliminary measurements of resistive sensors using liquid conductors (eGaIn or
glycerin-saline solution), are presented in figure 3.17. The eGaIn is highly conductive
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Figure 3.12 The fabrication of resistive sensor array with pre-strained conductive
thread in silicone rubber substrate
Figure 3.13 The prototype capacitive sensor arrays based on eGaIn microchannel, and
conductive thread of various pattern designs and strategies achieving stretchability.
with resistance of 1 ohm under zero load. A low-response regime was followed by
a linear regime as load increased, and subsequently a nonlinear zone, which may be
because further loading on the indentation stamp pinches the channel. The resistance
of the 99%wt glycerin saline solution is higher than eGaIn. From 70 Mohm in the
relaxed state, it rises to 100 Mohm at 300 g, which was the measurement limit of the
LCR meter. From the few available data points, it appears that the response is fairly
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Figure 3.14 Optical microscope photographs for silicone rubber and casting mold. A.
the turning curve part of rubber channel; B. the middle of channel; C. the turning
curve part of the channel mold; D. the middle of channel mold
linear.
Capacitive sensing: Measurement and characterization
In preliminary work, we have evaluated a capacitive sensor designed based on the
principles described above. he spacing between capacitor elements in this prototype
sensor was 2 mm. An insulating indentor was used to apply a force on the upper-left
corner of a 4 element capacitive sensing array (figure 3.18B). The diameter of the tip
was 6 mm. A force of 6.4 N was applied, and the LCR meter was used to measure
capacitance at the four sensing elements (Figure 3.18D). The results indicate that the
change in capacitance accurately reflected the location at which the indentation was
applied.
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Figure 3.15 Fluorescence confocal microscope photographs for silicone rubber and
casting mold. A. 3D view of silicone rubber channel filled with fluorescent agent; B.
top view of the rubber channel turning curve part; C. cross section of the channel
casting mold; D. turning curve part of the channel mold
3.4 Conclusion
This chapter described preliminary work on the design of tactile sensors. In it,
applicable operating principles, material choices, technologies, and means of achieving
stretchability were reviewed. Two sensing modalities were studied: resistive and
capacitive sensing. Five sensor designs were examined theoretically and numerically,
using FEM analysis. We then theoretically and empirically reviewed soft lithography
fabrication technologies to realize several prototype designs, whose performance was
then measured.
The designs utilizing liquid alloy as electrode material provided higher stretcha-
bility and higher spatial resolution than those using other conductors. We reviewed
methods for addressing sensing elements. Although we successfully fabricated a four
element resistive sensing array using conductive thread to address each sensing el-
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Figure 3.16 Experimental setup for the measurement: A. an overview of the setup
which shows it consists of a LCR meter (Gwinstek LCR-819) and mass loading frame;
B. the mass loading frame consist of seat and linear guide; C. the detachable inden-
tation stamp at the tip of the linear guide
ement (3.12), capacitive sensing appeared to be simpler and capable of achieving
higher spatial resolution with a device that proved simpler to design and fabricate,
since separate routing traces were not required. The performance of these devices
also showed promise, as the prototype device was readily able to distinguish contact
with high spatial resolution, on the order of 1 mm−1.
Consequently, after an evaluation of these several proposed sensor designs, the
capacitive sensing method using microfluidic channels that filled with conductive alloy
appeared to hold the greatest promise for tactile imaging applications. This design
was consequently pursued in work described in the following chapters.
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Figure 3.17 Raw data measurements on resistive sensors filled with different elec-
trical conductive fluid with indentation stamp of 10 mm diameter, LCR measuring
frequency at 100 kHz: A. eutectic Gallium Indium; B. 99%wt Glycerin saline solution
Figure 3.18 Preliminary experimental measurements of 4-element capacitive sensor:
A. indentor; B. the capacitive sensor array under test; C. schematic of the capaci-
tance formed between electrodes in two layers; D. the 3D column plot of the average
capacitance of each element under the mass of 659 g
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Preface to Chapter 4:
This chapter builds on the preliminary work and critical analysis presented in
chapter 3. In the latter, five different stretchable tactile sensor designs, including
resistive and capacitive sensing, were proposed and assessed. Guided by the require-
ments of wearable tactile sensing, and considerations of spatial resolution, compliance
and sensitivity, we elected to pursue a detailed investigation, presented in this chap-
ter, of capacitive tactile sensors constructed from microfluidic arrays embedded in
soft polymer membranes.
To clarify the operational principles, performance, and to guide the sensor design,
an analytical model is first presented, describing the response of solid cast elastomer
sensors with orthogonally arranged electrodes, a common configuration for tactile
sensing. The analysis revealed fundamental performance limitations affecting such
devices, in the form of nonmonotonic behavior at low strains, in addition to a large
linear regime of operation. A new fabrication technique is proposed in order to realize
arrays of these microfluidic electrodes. Experimental measurements with a sensor
array comprised of 9 × 9 elements show excellent agreement with the analytical
model, and demonstrate the viability of this approach for tactile imaging.
​
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Abstract Advances in soft electronics are enabling the development of mechanical
sensors that can conform to curved surfaces or soft objects, allowing them to interface
seamlessly with the human body. In this paper, we report on intrinsically deformable
tactile sensing arrays that achieve a unique combination of high spatial resolution,
sensitivity, and mechanical stretchability. The devices are fabricated via a casting
process that yields arrays of microfluidic channels in low modulus polymer membranes
with thickness as small as one millimeter. Using liquid metal alloy as a conductor,
we apply matrix-addressed capacitive sensing in order to resolve spatially distributed
strain with millimeter precision over areas of several square centimeters. Due to the
use of low-modulus polymers, the devices readily achieve stretchability greater than
500%, making them well suited for novel applications in wearable tactile sensing for
biomedical applications.
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4.1 Introduction
The possibility of electronic devices with capabilities that are similar to human
skin has been a source of inspiration for engineering over the course of many years.
This vision has, to date, eluded realization, despite progressive advances in functional
materials, devices, and integrated systems, as existing devices are not yet able to
match the sensory and mechanical capabilities of biological skin. Here, we report on
research aimed at realizing this vision, including novel design and fabrication methods
for soft tactile sensors.
Soft tactile sensors described in the literature can largely be described as operat-
ing based on resistive [3–5, 17, 45] or capacitive [10–13, 28, 29, 31, 32, 36] principles.
In addition, many flexible tactile sensors, with low bending stiffness, have also been
developed, but these devices typically exhibit low stretchability, due to the high elastic
modulus of the substrate or conductive elements, which prevent them from stretching
to conform to arbitrary curved or deformable objects.
Stretchable or soft tactile sensors have been realized via a variety of electronic
structures and materials (e.g., piezoresistive composites, resistive elastomer strain
gauges, and liquid metal conductors) embedded or integrated in bulk polymer mate-
rials, most commonly poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) [11, 28]. The relative stiffness
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of PDMS-like substrates limits the level of stretchability that can be accommodated,
with the result that most devices of this type are far stiffer than human skin. Ex-
trinsic stretchability has also been achieved through the use of very thin polymer
layers imprinted with geometrically patterned metal films [12, 13, 31, 32]. However,
the stretchability that can be accommodated by such devices is limited by the film
geometry. Moreover, the utility of these devices for tactile sensing is limited by the
thin, two-dimensional structure of the devices.
Another approach described in the literature involves soft polymer substrates
(e.g., addition-cured silicone rubber) and the measurement of resistance in arrays of
conductive microchannels [4, 45]. While this approach is useful for force or strain
sensing, these devices are unable to perform tactile imaging, i.e., they are unable to
capture spatial variations in strain induced by arbitrary surface pressure distribu-
tions. This is because greatly disparate strain patterns can elicit identical measure-
ments. Our approach, based on matrix-addressed capacitance measurements, avoids
this shortcoming, enabling our devices to resolve strain or pressure distributions with
high spatial resolution.
Here, we describe and characterize soft tactile sensors formed via liquid metal
conductors (eutectic gallium indium, eGaIn, 75% Ga, 25% In by mass, melting point
15.7 C [35, 46]) into microchannels cast in low modulus addition-cured silicone poly-
mer, using a custom mold designed using a network of thin (200 or 300 µm diameter)
nylon monofilaments. Casting yields arrays of orthogonally arranged channels that,
when filled, act as electrodes on distinct layers within a thin (1 mm) silicone mem-
brane, preserving high stretchability (greater than 500%). Matrix-addressed capaci-
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tance sensing allows the device to resolve strain or pressure distributions with spatial
resolution as fine as 1 mm−1. The results hold the potential to enable new tactile
sensing devices, from wearable personal computer interfaces to medical sensors, that
can conform to curved objects or to soft biological tissues, including the skin.
4.2 Design, Fabrication, and Performance
We fabricated highly stretchable capacitive tactile sensor arrays using a method
we refer to as direct filament casting, with a mold constructed from arrays of fine nylon
monofilaments guided by a 3D printed fixture frame. Two groups of microchannels
are embedded in orthogonal orientation on separate planes of the silicone polymer
substrate (Fig. 4.1a). Microchannels filled with eGaIn serve as electrodes for strain-
sensitive capacitors. The change in electrical capacitance between every horizontal
and vertical channel pair reflects the local strain in region of intersection of the two
channels. In this way, the capacitive sensing array is capable of detecting local strain
through changes in capacitance accompanying deformation. Since the mechanical
properties of the material and geometry of the device are known, mechanical quanti-
ties, such as normal pressure or force, can be directly calculated.
Prior approaches to fabricating circuits of eGaIn embedded in soft elastomer
have been described in the literature (e.g., microcontact printing, photoresist-based
soft lithography, and mask-based deposition). These methods often terminate with
the alignment and binding of two or more separate layers of soft elastomer, which is
difficult to control accurately. The fabrication method we introduce in this paper can
be used to create complex multi-layer eGaIn circuits constructed via microchannels
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that are formed in a single cast of addition-cured silicone polymer.
4.2.1 Configuration
The basic configuration of the capacitive sensing array consists of two sets of
eight microchannels (Figure 4.1a, 8×8 channel array), which are filled with liquid
alloy eGaIn. In the prototype shown in Figure 4.1d, the channel diameter is 300 µm,
and the parallel channel spacing is 1700 µm. The membrane thickness is 3 mm. The
two microchannel planes divide the thickness evenly into 3 parts (Figure 4.1b). After
the microchannel array is filled with eGaIn and sealed, it retains a high degree of
stretchability, readily conforming to a human finger or a solid sphere with diameter
of 1 cm (Figure 4.1e, f).
upper layer upper channel
lower channel
C
lower layer
(a) (c)(b)
(e)(d) (f)
1cm
40 mm
3 mm
40 mm
Figure 4.1 A sample of the soft, stretchable tactile sensing array, as fabricated via
direct filament casting. a,b) Illustration of the sensing array. c) Single capacitive
element of the sensing array. d) An 8× 8 microchannel array embedded in a silicone
rubber membrane with dimensions 4 cm× 4 cm × 3 mm. Channels have circular cross
section with diameter 300 µm. e,f) The same sensing array conforming respectively
to a sphere of 1 cm diameter and to a human finger.
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Capacitance Sensing Principle Each eGaIn-filled microchannel functions as an
electrode, forming a capacitor with every orthogonal microchannel in the opposing
layer. Using electromagnetic transmission line coupling theory and solid mechanics
(see Appendix), we obtained an analytical model for the strain-induced change in
mutual capacitance between orthogonal pairs of cylindrical channels. The model was
experimentally validated through indentation testing below (Figure 4.2 and Figure
4.6), yielding good agreement with measurements. The dominant effect is due to bulk
compression of the sample, which yields an increase in capacitance due to a reduction
in inter-channel distance. In the appendix, we derive the effective mutual capacitance
Ceff between a pair of cylindrical electrodes, yielding an integral over the length of
the upper channel
Ceff =
2piε
log[h2/r +
√
(h2/r)2 − 1]
∫ L/2
0
log
[
x2+(h2+h1)2
x2+(h2−h1)2
]
log
[
4h21
r2
]
− log
[
x2+(h2+h1)2
x2+(h2−h1)2
]dx (4.1)
where L is the length of the conductive channel, h1 and h2 are the respective dis-
tances between the channels and the ground surface, r is the channel radius, and ε
is the material permittivity. A ground surface at the base of the sensor mimics our
measurement configuration.
Compressing the sample yields an engineering strain  that decreases the vertical
displacement between electrodes, so that h′i = hi(1− ), for i = 1, 2. By substituting
this relation in equation (4.1), one can then predict the extent of change in Ceff
with strain . Continuum mechanics dictates that the electrode shape also deforms
when subjected to an applied stress [47]; This would also affect capacitance, but
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Figure 4.2 Modeling the mutual capacitance between two orthogonal conductive chan-
nels. a) Three dimensional view of the channels. b) Section view, illustrating geo-
metric parameters.
the correction can be shown to be suppressed by a factor (r/h2)
2, so we neglect it
here. In the large strain limit (→ 1), Equation (4.1) predicts a quadratic change in
capacitance with strain, Ceff = C0 + α
2, where α is a geometry-dependent constant.
We assessed the resulting predictions via laboratory measurements under indentation
testing (Figure 4.6; See Experimental Section).
4.2.2 Fabrication
The device fabrication involves three main stages (Fig. 4.3). It begins with the
preparation of a mold to be used for casting the addition-cured polymer. This is
followed by the casting of the polymer membrane and microfluidic channels. Finally,
the channels are injected with eGaIn and the electrodes are inserted into the channel
ends for electrical interfacing. Complete fabrication details for the samples described
here are given in the Experimental Section.
The filament fixture frame was designed in CAD software and printed using a
photopolymer 3D printer (Object30, Stratasys Ltd.). After the printing and cleaning
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Figure 4.3 (a) Illustration of the procedure for sensor array fabrication, based on direct
filament casting and 3D photopolymer printing. 1) Casting filaments of diameter
of 300 µm are first coated with release agent by spray coating (Ease Release 200,
Smooth-On, Inc.) and dried at room temperature. 2) The filament fixture mold is
modeled in CAD and prepared via photopolymer 3D printer (Object30, Stratasys
Ltd.), subsequently cleaned with isopropanol alcohol, then baked at 65 °C for 3 hours
to eliminate any residual composites that would interfere with the silicone curing. 3)
Release agent coated filaments are fixed in parallel on two planes that are aligned
perpendicularly. 4,5) Uncured silicone rubber (Ecoflex 00-30, Smooth-On, Inc.) is
degassed under vacuum pressure (-29 inHg) and cast into the mold. After a complete
cure is achieved, the filaments are extracted under tension, leaving open channels
in the silicone membrane. 6,7) The demolded membrane is transferred to a sealing
mold, and all open channels are sealed in an edge filling casting step. h,i) After
the completed curing of the sealing material, eGaIn is injected into the channels via
syringe, and fine electrodes are inserted, forming an electrical connection with the
eGaIn. (b) The casting mold, with filaments.
of the frame, nylon filaments (South Bend Monofilament, 200 or 300 µm diameter)
were spray coated with silicone polymer casting release agent (Ease Release 200,
Smooth-On, Inc.), and were arranged in tension on two planes, guided by the frame.
Figure 4.3b shows the mold, ready for casting, with orthogonally arranged casting
filaments. Liquid polymer components were mixed and poured into the mold. Af-
ter curing, filaments were extracted under tension, forming a membrane with open
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microchannels. After sealing, the microchannels were filled with eGaIn via syringe
injection [5]. Electrodes were then inserted and terminated on electronic data acqui-
sition hardware in order to functionalize the stretchable capacitive sensing array.
The diameter of a microchannel is determined by that of the casting filament.
A larger diameter channel yields a higher nominal capacitance value. We explored
trade-offs between spatial resolution and capacitance magnitude, determining that a
diameter of 200 µm to 300 µm yielded the best results.
200.00um
680mm 136mm330mm 265mm 145mm100mm 66mm 30mm 8mm
(a) sample (b) top view (c) side view (d) cross-section
(f) channel layer separation(e) parallel channel spacing
1.4 cm
Ds
Dd
300mm 300mm
300mm 300mm
75mm
Figure 4.4 Optical microscopy of the fabricated devices. a) An 8 × 8 microchannel
array, channel diameter 300 µm, channel spacing 1700 µm, layer. b) Microscope image
(top view) showing two adjacent channels in the upper channel layer. A channel in
the lower layer is visible in the background. c,d) Microscope images (side view) of
the channel array, showing the vertical separation between upper and lower channels
(c) and the channel cross-section (d). e) Microscope image showing the range of
achievable channel spacing channel spacings. The minimum shown here is 100 µm,
limited by the accuracy of the 3D printer used to prepare the casting mold. Side
view images were formed by transecting the membrane with a razor. Deviations of
the channel cross section from circularity are due to the impreciseness of cutting the
elastomer substrate. f) A group of optical microscope images illustrating the range
of achievable layer separations, which may be as small as 8 µm to 30 µm.
To further examine the possibility of fabricating smaller features (< 10 µm)
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with this method, we varied the spacing, ∆s, of adjacent parallel channels and the
separation, ∆d, of upper and lower channel layers. Filament positioning is constrained
by the resolution of the fixture frame, which was limited by the 3D printer resolution
(600 dpi, or 42 µm) in our experiments. Using filaments of diameter 300 µm, we
fabricated devices with spacings of 100, 200, 700, and 1700 µm, see Fig. 4.4. Despite
the limited frame resolution, were able to achieve channel layer separations of 8 to
30 µm. Depending on application requirements, a smaller parallel channel spacing is
possible, limited only by the frame resolution.
In further experiments, we fabricated thinner sensing arrays with higher reso-
lution using the same method, including 23 × 23 microchannel sensing arrays with
thicknesses 1 mm (Figure 4.5), and spatial resolution of 1 mm × 1 mm. The two
microchannel planes were positioned at depths of 200 µm and 800µm from the top
surface. Figure 4.5a and 4.5b illustrates prototypes fabricated with filament diame-
ters of 200 µm and 300 µm respectively. Stretchability of over 500% is easily achieved
without damaging the device (Figure 4.5c).
4.2.3 Functional Testing
In two sets of experiments, we characterized the performance of individual sens-
ing elements under displacement-controlled indentation, and assessed tactile imaging
with a spatially distributed sensor array under similar conditions. In the first experi-
ment, we characterized the stress and strain response of individual capacitive sensing
elements during indentation testing, using a circular metal plate with diameter 4 mm
centered at the intersection of two channels. We simultaneously measured (contact)
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Figure 4.5 Microchannel arrays of different geometries fabricated by direct filament
casting method. a) The casting mold with filament fixed for a 23 × 23 microchannel
array with filament diameters of 200 µm. b,c) A 23 × 23 and 9 × 9 channel array
with thickness of 1 mm, channel diameter of 200 µm and 300 µm in (b) and (c)
respectively. d) The thin sensing array yields high stretchability, well over 500%.
surface pressure and capacitance change as functions of the imposed vertical indenta-
tion depth. Capacitance was measured using an LCR meter (LCR-819, GW Instek,
Figure 4.6a) in parallel circuit mode, with a probe frequency of 100 kHz.
A high resolution force test stand (ES-20 and M5-20, Mark-10, Inc.) was used
to apply vertical indentation and to measure displacement and force. Testing was
performed with a single sensing element comprised of two orthogonal microchannels
(Figure 4.1b, channel diameter 300 µm, channel layer separation 700 µm, thickness
3 mm). At zero load, the capacitance C0 was 0.32 pF (LCR meter, LCR-819, GW
Instek; Fig. 4.6a). Percent capacitance change increased monotonically to a maximum
of 240% under a pressure of 630 kPa (Fig. 4.6b). Capacitance grows monotonically
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Figure 4.6 Single point characterization of the sensor response under stress-controlled
loading. Capacitance values were measured via LCR meter, averaged over 5 readings.
(a) Apparatus, with LCR meter, force gauge, and digital micrometer. (b) Change in
capacitance with increasing load, compared with predictions of our model (Eq. 4.1),
demonstrating excellent qualitative and quantitative agreement.
over a range from 50 kPa to 450 kPa, as shown, and extending to 600 kPa (off scale).
At very high pressure and strain (p >630 kPa,  > 0.95, not shown) capacitance
decreased abruptly, due to the collapse of one or both microchannels and concomitant
loss in electrical connectivity.
We compared these measurements to our model predictions by evaluating the
integral expression (Eq. 4.1) numerically for values of strain up to  = 0.75 (equivalent
to pressure 180 kPa), and utilizing a quadratic approximation for large strain values
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(see Appendix). As illustrated in Fig. 4.6, the model exhibits excellent qualitative
and quantitative agreement with measurements at both low values of strain, where it
correctly predicts a non-monotonic nonlinear change in capacitance, and high values
( > 0.75), where a quadratic regime is observed, as expected.
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Figure 4.7 Tactile imaging by fabricated stretchable sensing array with different in-
dentation patterns: a) The configuration of experimental vertical indentation set-up
with a circular indentation plate of diameter 4mm. b,c) Capacitance change imaging
under circular plate indentation. Discrete measurements at each sensing element are
interpolated. Two indentation depths d are shown, 1.88 mm and 2.41 mm. d,e) Inter-
polated capacitance change image from a plastic four-point indentation pattern. Two
indentation depths d are shown, 1.88 mm and 2.41mm. f) Image obtained from a
cross-shaped indentation tip. Dashed lines in each image show the indentation stamp
profile.
In a second set of experiments, we evaluated the spatial imaging capabilities of
the array using indentation stamps of varying geometry. Measurements were recorded
with the test setup described above. Percent capacitance change was recorded under
strain-controlled loading (Figure 4.7). A circular indentation plate with diameter of
4 mm (enclosed by dash line) was used to indent the 8×8 capacitive array. Two
indentation depths were used: 1.88 mm and 2.41 mm (Figure 4.7b,c).
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A plastic four-point stamp was used to indent the sensing array (Figure 4.7d,
4.7e), each point contacting the device at a circular area with diameter 2 mm. Sensing
elements within the indented area (denoted by dashed circles) demonstrated increased
capacitance, while the adjacent elements outside this area did not. The use of a plastic
tip also led to reduced fringing electromagnetic field effects in nearby sensing elements
(Figure 4.7d). Since the contacting material cannot generally be specified, we discuss
further measures for electromagnetic disturbance rejection below. A cross-shaped
indentation stamp yielded increased capacitance over a similarly shaped area (Figure
4.7f).
4.3 Conclusions
This paper presented highly deformable tactile sensing arrays based on a combi-
nation of low modulus addition-cured polymers with microfluidic conductor circuits
and matrix-addressed capacitive sensing. We reviewed the design of these sensors,
presented a model of their operating principle, described a new method for fabricat-
ing similar devices, and characterized the performance of sensors that we produced.
Compliant, thin tactile sensing devices with high spatial resolution are desirable for
emerging applications in biomedical sensing, wearable computing, and related areas.
The direct filament casting method presented here is low in cost and complexity,
yields devices with high resolution and sensitivity, and does not require specialized
facilities. Fabrication can be accomplished via a single-step casting procedure. It does
not require the alignment and binding of polymer sheets, a procedure that is often
required in soft lithography, but which is difficult to control when applied to very soft
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polymers. The channel diameter, channel spacing and channel layer separation can
be freely specified. We used this method to produce highly deformable, thin, 23 ×
23 element sensor arrays with 1 mm−1 spatial resolution.
The sensors prove to be sufficiently sensitive for tactile sensing, exhibiting a
monotonic increase of capacitance, up to 240%, with applied pressure (Figure 4.6b).
Using a matrix-addressed capacitance sensing scheme, we demonstrated the ability
of these sensors to capture tactile images that encode pressure-induced strain in the
two-dimensional array (Fig. 4.7).
Our results suggest several potential areas for improvement, which we are pur-
suing in ongoing work. The first is to refine the mechanical design of the device, in
order to allow greater control over the sensitivity and dynamic range of the sensor.
In one approach, we are designing a method for introducing further geometric struc-
ture, including air cavities, that can affect the constitutive (stress-strain) behavior
of the sensor, and, through it, the sensing performance. Another area of potential
improvement is to increase the effective overlap between channels, which would in-
crease the capacitance magnitude and reduce fringe capacitance effects. A further
measure that we are investigating is to add additional conductors, including ground
traces or planes, to the bulk and/or surface of the device to reduce interference. Such
conductive elements may be integrated using a number of techniques described in
the literature, including polymer doping (with carbon or nickel), spray coating or
deposition (with, e.g., carbon nanotubes or silver nanowire).
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4.4 Experimental Details
The fabrication process begins with the design and preparation of the filament
fixture frame and casting filaments. A filament fixture frame is modeled in CAD
software and printed via photopolymer-based 3D printer (Objet30, Stratasys, Inc)
with a UV cured polymer (VeroBlue RGD840, Stratasys, Inc). The mold surface is
rinsed with isopropanol alcohol and is baked in a thermal chamber at 65°C for 2 hours
in order to remove any residual chemicals that could affect silicone curing.
Plastic nylon filaments (South Bend Monofilament, 4 lb or 12 lb) are lightly
coated with a thin layer of silicon rubber release agent (Ease Release 200, Smooth-
On, Inc.) via spray coating. The filament is dried at room temperature for 10
minutes, and stretched across the 3D printed mold using a fixture to maintain tension
in the filaments (Figure 4.5a.) Geometric parameters used in the fabrication of the
prototypes are listed in Table 4.1.
The device is cast using addition-cured polymer elastomer, Ecoflex 00-30 (Smooth-
On, Inc.), which is compliant and stretchable with excellent mechanical and dielectric
properties: M100 modulus of 10 psi, 900% elongation at break, 0.1% shrinkage and
Table 4.1 Geometric parameters used for capacitive sensing array fabrication
Parameters Configuration 1 Configuration 2 Configuration 3
Spatial resolution 2 mm 1 mm 1 mm
Upper layer depth 1 mm 100 µm 200 µm
Lower layer depth 2 mm 500 µm 600 µm
Device thickness 3 mm 1 mm 1 mm
Mold size 4 cm×4 cm 3 cm×3 cm 3 cm×3 cm
Microchannel diameter 300 µm 300 µm 200 µm
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dielectric strength of over 13.78× 106 V/m. Depending on application requirements,
other silicone rubbers could be used.
Following the preparation of the casting mold, the liquid silicone rubber is pre-
pared. Part A and part B of the two component silicone rubber are dispensed in a
ratio of 1:1 by volume into a plastic beaker and thoroughly mixed. Within the pot
life of the mixture (45 minutes), the period of time this reactive mixture remains
castable, the viscosity of the mixture increases with time and temperature. The low
viscosity mixture is degassed under vacuum pressure of -29 inHg before being cast
into the mold. Mixing should be completed in at most five minutes in order to ensure
that trapped air bubbles can be eliminated before final curing. In order to ensure
uniform sample thickness, the mold is overfilled and covered with a glass slide, us-
ing light pressure to squeeze out excess material. At room temperature, the silicone
rubber requires 4 to 6 hours to cure completely. By increasing the environmental
temperature, the curing process can be expedited, at the risk of trapping residual air
bubbles in the mixture, yielding degraded rubber. After complete curing (6 hours at
room temperature), all filaments are extracted out under mild tension, leaving open
channels embedded in the silicone rubber substrate.
The sample is then transferred into another casting mold for channel sealing.
The cured silicone rubber can readily bond to uncured silicone rubber. Using this
property, all channels are able to be sealed by casting partial cured silicone rubber
mixture around the edges with a second mold. Four hours are then required for curing
at room temperature.
Once the channel sealing material is cured, a syringe with a needle gauge of 29
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is used to inject eutectic gallium indium into every sealed microchannel. A second
syringe is used to evacuate air in the microchannel. Copper electrodes are then
inserted, and sealed with silicone adhesive (Sil-Poxy, Smooth-on, Inc) to prevent
possible leakage along the electrodes.
For the sensor characterization, the equivalent circuit of the LCR meter was
set to parallel mode, and the probe frequency was set to 100kHz; both the metal
indentation plate and the metal platform where the sensor was seated are connected
to the signal ground of the LCR meter to minimize environmental electromagnetic
interference.
4.5 Appendix
In this appendix we present a derivation of the model for electrical capacitance
between microchannel electrodes that is the basis of the sensing principle applied in
the paper. One can compute the mutual capacitance between a pair of orthogonally
arranged conductive microchannels, like those that constitute the sensing elements
in our device, by combining the electrostatic method of images, the superposition
principle, and elements of transmission line coupling theory. A model for capacitance
as a function of engineering strain can be obtained as follows.
Consider a line charge parallel to a large ground surface at a distance h1 (Figure
4.8(a,b)). At any location (x, y) in the semi-infinite half space delimited by the
ground surface, the electrostatic potential φ(x, y) can be computed using the method
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Figure 4.8 Modeling of mutual capacitance between two orthogonal conductive chan-
nels. (a,b) A potential distribution at each point (x, y) in a semi-infinite half-space is
induced by a line charge parallel to a grounded surface, and may be computed using
the method of images and superposition principle. (c) A transmission line coupling
model of capacitance between two channels, conventionally labeled as the aggressor
line and the victim line, as noted in the figure.
of images, together with the superposition principle. One obtains
φ(x, y) =
−q
4piε
logR2 +
q
4piε
logR′2
=
q
4piε
log
(
R′2
R2
)
(4.2)
Here, R and R′ are the distances between the point (x, y) and the location of the line
charge and its image line charge (below the ground surface), respectively, given by
R2 = x2 + (y − h1)2, (4.3)
R′2 = x2 + (y + h1)2 (4.4)
The capacitive coupling of two orthogonally intersecting transmission lines (con-
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ventionally referred to as the “aggressor” and “victim” line; see Figure 4.8c) can be
computed using the theory of capacitive transmission line coupling and current con-
servation. First, a potential is induced on the victim line by the aggressor, yielding
a current iav, which flows from aggressive line to victim line, with an equal current,
ivg, returning to ground from victim line. Applying current conservation yields
iav = ivg (4.5)
iav = (φa − φv)jωCm (4.6)
ivg = φvjωCv (4.7)
where, Cm is the mutual capacitance per unit length. Thus, we have
Cm =
φv
φa − φvCv, (4.8)
where φa and φv are the electric potential field of the aggressor and victim line respec-
tively. Cv is the victim line capacitance per unit length relative to ground surface,
which can be calculated using the electrostatic method of images. This yields
Cv =
piε
log[(h2/r) +
√
(h2/r)2 − 1]
(4.9)
where, h2 is the height of the victim line above the ground surface. r is the radius of
the channel. We may compute the potential φv of the victim line by substituting its
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coordinates (x, h1) into Equation 4.2, yielding
φv =
q
4piε
log
[
x2 + (h2 + h1)
2
x2 + (h2 − h1)2
]
(4.10)
In order to compute the electric potential of the aggressor line, note that the
charge q on this conductive channel is distributed on the surface of the channel. If
the charge density along a circumference is ρ, the we may readily compute φa in polar
coordinates. From the method of images, there are two contributions to account for:
φa = φq− + φq+ (4.11)
φq− =
∫ 2pi
0
−ρl
4piε
log(r2)rdθ (4.12)
φq+ =
∫ 2pi
0
ρl
4piε
log(r2 + 4h21 − 4hr sin(θ))rdθ (4.13)
Performing the integrals yields
φa =
ρl
4piε
∫ 2pi
0
log
(
r2 + 4h21
r2
− 4h1
r
sin(θ)
)
rdθ
=
q
4piε
log
(
4h21
r2
)
(4.14)
The effective mutual capacitance between the conductive channels can be calcu-
lated by integrating the mutual capacitance per unit length Cm(x) along the victim
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line. Applying Equation 4.8, and exploiting the symmetry of the problem, we obtain
Ceff = 2Cv
∫ L/2
0
Cm(x)dx
=
2piε
log[(h2/r) +
√
(h2/r)2 − 1]
∫ L/2
0
log
[
x2+(h2+h1)2
x2+(h2−h1)2
]
log
(
4h21
r2
)
− log
[
x2+(h2+h1)2
x2+(h2−h1)2
]dx(4.15)
where L is the length of the victim line.
The model expressed in Equation 4.15 predicts the sensor performance through
the change in capacitance Ceff with strain  or pressure p. The integral over L cannot
be performed analytically, but is readily computed numerically. For our system, this is
possible up to comparatively high values of strain ( ≤ 0.75), at which the numerical
integration becomes unstable. As illustrated in the manuscript, this model yields
good quantitative agreement with laboratory measurements over the same range. In
the high strain limit ( → 1), the dominant contribution to (4.15) is found to be
proportional to (1 − )2, implying a quadratic dependence of capacitance on strain.
This was found to correspond well to the empirical behavior of the device in the high
strain limit.
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Preface to Chapter 5:
In contrast to the monolithic substrates employed for the devices of Chapter 4,
the present chapter presents an investigation of new methods for designing soft tactile
sensors based on multi-layer heterogeneous 3D structures that combine active layers,
containing embedded liquid metal electrodes, with passive and mechanically tunable
layers, containing air cavities and micropillar geometric supports. This study explores
method to address fundamental limitations, identified in Chapter 4, affecting the
performance of solid cast elastomer capacitive sensors, which can be attributed to the
close coupling of mechanical and electronic behavior in these devices. The proposed
methods facilitate greater control over mechanical and electronic performance of these
sensing arrays. Analytical and computational models of these devices, including a
three-dimensional multiphysics (mechanical and electrical, coupled) finite element
model, are demonstrated to accurately predict the system response.
This chapter also presents a new soft lithography fabrication method, which is
based on the casting, alignment, and fusion of multiple functional layers in a soft
polymer substrate. Measurements indicate that the response of the resulting devices
(9×9 sensing cells with 2×2 mm spatial resolution) remains monotonic, even at very
low strains. The heterogeneous mechanical design in these sensors thus avoids the
artifacts that were deduced and observed in Chapter 4. The response linearity, re-
peatability, hysteresis, and related properties were characterized. In order to demon-
strate the practical utility of the devices, we used them to perform two-dimensional
tactile imaging under distributed indentation loads, yielding signals with markedly
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high dynamic range and low crosstalk.
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Abstract Recent advances in soft electronics are enabling new devices that can
stretch and conform to curved, soft, or dynamic surfaces, whether in engineering sys-
tems or the human body. However, the close coupling of mechanical and electronic
behavior in these devices can limit performance and introduce artifacts. In order
to mitigate negative effects, and to facilitate greater control over mechanical and
electronic performance, we present a method for designing soft tactile sensors based
on multi-layer heterogeneous 3D structures that combine active layers, containing
embedded liquid metal electrodes, with passive and mechanically tunable layers, con-
taining air cavities and micropillar array geometric supports. The assembled devices
consist of thin membranes that integrate arrays of tactile sensors with 2 mm spatial
resolution. They are produced using a soft lithography fabrication method based on
the casting, alignment, and fusion of multiple functional layers in a soft polymer sub-
strate. We have optimized the electronic and mechanical performance of these devices
using numerical simulations. The results accurately predicted measured performance,
making it possible to tailor both electronic and mechanical properties. These methods
enable the design of tactile sensing arrays that are highly conformable and robust,
and that possess a number of desirable attributes, including high sensitivity, mono-
tonic output, good linearity, low cross-talk, low rate dependence, and low hysteresis.
This may enable new applications in wearable electronics, healthcare, and robotics.
5.1 Introduction
An encouraging trend in recent years has been the creation of electronic devices,
including multimodal sensors, that can stretch to conform to arbitrary curved, soft,
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or dynamic surfaces, including the human body. The unique mechanical properties
of these devices is creating new applications in areas ranging from wearable health
monitors to electronic skin for robots. With these opportunities come new difficulties,
due to the strong coupling of electronic and mechanical effects that these devices
frequently entail. However, through careful design and materials selection, these
challenges can be overcome, allowing these couplings can be utilized to improve device
performance, as we demonstrate in the work presented here.
Stretchable tactile sensors could one day augment human and machine interac-
tions with real-world environments, by mechanically tailoring interactions, and elec-
tronically capturing activities, in ways that evoke the remarkable functional charac-
teristics of human skin. This could benefit applications in robotics, virtual reality,
and prosthetics.
During touch interaction with real-world objects, contact surfaces are generally
non-planar, and are instead typically curved and compliant, and may furthermore
change dynamically according to the shape of the hand or the geometry of contact.
Consequently, it is widely recognized that any electronic tactile sensing device that is
to operate in unconstrained environments should be compliant, and adaptable to the
surfaces involved. Most tactile sensors that have been developed utilize stiff substrates
that are not able to significantly deform without failure. Even those devices that are
able to flex (due to the use of flexible electronic substrates) can impair tactile sensing,
since they largely impede the capture of shear strains, and make it difficult to maintain
slip-free contact during shear interactions with a contact surface, as are commonly
observed in touch, grasping, object lifting, and manipulation.
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Recently, several researchers have proposed strategies for realizing tactile sensing
devices that are constructed from stretchable materials [3–5, 17, 45, 48, 49], flexible
substrates [10, 29, 36, 50], or with geometries that admit deformation through fine
articulation or meshing [12, 13, 31, 32]. Among these, methods involving the embed-
ding liquid metal alloy within soft synthetic polymers [4, 45, 48] or somewhat stiffer
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) [11, 28], have received the greatest interest. The intrin-
sic stretchability of these materials makes them suitable for realizing soft electronic
devices, including wearable electronics, that are able to conform to a wide range of
surfaces and materials.
Although several approaches to the design and fabrication of compliant sensor
arrays have been reported in the literature, current methods are not able to ensure
that a device can function within a specified operating range of forces, or, more gener-
ally, meet application-dependent electronic or mechanical performance requirements.
Rather, mechanical considerations of softness often constrain electronic performance.
For example, we recently demonstrated that the sensitivity and effective operating
range of soft, solid cast capacitive sensors is theoretically and empirically limited due
to the existence of a non-monotonic regime at low strains [48, 49]. This cannot be
trivially avoided (for example, by altering the material or geometry), due to the de-
pendence of electronic measurements on volumetric strain. Several other undesirable
effects can arise for similar reasons. These include mechanically-induced cross-talk,
strain-rate dependence, hysteresis, and strain-induced channel collapse and electrical
failure.
In order to mitigate such effects, and to facilitate greater control over mechanical
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Figure 5.1 Overview of the compliant tactile sensing arrays. a) The 9 × 9 tested
sensor array. b) Indentation test on a flat surface. c) Measurements under indentation
testing (300 µm depth). d) Stretching a 9 × 17 sensor. e,f) The compliance of the
sensor allows it to be worn on a robot or human finger.
and electronic performance, we have developed a design method for soft micromechan-
ical devices, described here for the first time, based on a multi-layer heterogeneous
3D structure. It combines membranes with embedded soft electrodes, similar to those
used in previous devices, with passive and mechanically tunable layers that contain
air cavities. These cavities are separated by micropillar array geometric supports.
After assembly, the resulting devices consist of thin membranes integrating arrays of
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tactile sensors. They are able to perform sensing while preserving high stretchability
(over 200%, Fig. 5.1), spatial resolution, sensitivity, and dynamic response. In order
to fabricate these devices, we have developed a soft lithography fabrication method
based on the casting, alignment, and fusion of multiple functional layers in a soft,
addition-cured polymer substrate. The method that we propose is simple, and yields
three-dimensional geometric detail that would be more difficult to realize using other
methods.
The present manuscript describes the design of tactile sensors that utilize this
approach, and presents soft lithography methods for fabricating them. In order to
better explain and analyze the mechanical and electronic performance of these devices,
we performed numerical simulations. We used the results of simulations to optimize
prototype sensors with 2 mm × 2 mm spatial resolution, which we then fabricated
and tested under distributed (2D) loading conditions. Measurements were in close
agreement with numerical predictions, and revealed that these devices were able to
achieve high sensitivity, linear response, low cross-talk, and low levels of hysteresis. A
graphical overview of the results is given in Figure 5.1. The following sections of the
paper review our approach to modeling these devices, the use of numerical simulations
to guide their design, and a multi-layer soft lithography fabrication method used to
produce them. We also present the results of single-point testing and tactile imaging
with sensors fabricated using these methods.
In summary, the main contributions of this paper are a new design for soft
micromechanical sensors for capacitive imaging, a demonstration that this design is
able to overcome fundamental limitations on the sensitivity of solid cast capacitive
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Figure 5.2 Structure of the multilayer stretchable tactile sensing array. a) The
overview of a 9 × 9 sensing array. b) Magnified top-view, showing the configuration
of microchannels and micropillars. c-e) Section views of the sensing array, showing
the sensor’s multilayer structure.
sensors, a method for efficient fabrication of heterogeneous, multi-layer soft tactile
sensors, and a demonstration that the resulting sensors are able to perform tactile
imaging on flat and curved surfaces with high performance, including high spatial
resolution, dynamic range, sensitivity, and low crosstalk.
5.2 Multilayer sensor design
In order to realize resilient, mechanically tunable, and electronically respon-
sive tactile sensors, we combine methods for designing capacitive array sensors with
soft lithography techniques for creating intrinsically deformable, heterogeneous mem-
branes.
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5.2.1 Operating principle
Mutual capacitance sensing is based on the change in capacitance between two
electrodes that accompanies changes their geometric configuration or the proximity
of dielectric materials in their vicinity. When pressure is applied to a compliant ca-
pacitance sensor, the distance between the electrodes is reduced, yielding an increase
capacitance, assuming that other factors, such as the electrode geometry, are un-
changed. Tactile sensing arrays based on mutual capacitance are often formed, as in
our device, through the arrangement of parallel electrodes in orthogonal directions
on two layers. We refer to the region of closest approach between each pair, consist-
ing of an upper and lower electrode, as a sensing cell. In our device, the electrodes
are embedded in a highly elastic substrate, so that a surface pressure applied to the
device will elicit a strain that reduces the inter-electrode distance, increasing mutual
capacitance between them. By measuring this change in mutual capacitance, and
combining this with electronic and mechanical measurements performed during de-
vice calibration, we are able to map the sensed capacitance values to the local strain
or pressure, realizing an electronic sensor.
5.2.2 Sensor design
Our design method yields multilayer sensing arrays in the form of a composite
membrane constructed from three layers. Two of these layers contain arrays of soft
electrodes, and a third layer contains an array of micropillar structures (Fig. 5.2). To
achieve high levels of compliance, we cast these layers from low modulus synthetic
polymer, and combine them to yield a thin multi-layer membrane (thickness t).
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the displacement and stress, respectively, of the sensing cell under compression and
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m).
We design the electrode layers as soft rectangular plates containing parallel arrays
of microfluidic channels. The channels (diameter d), initially empty, are embedded
in the elastic substrate, and subsequently filled with electrically conductive liquid
metal alloy (eutectic Gallium Indium, eGaIn). The microchannel spacing is constant
within each layer, and their center-to-center spacing, s, determines the spatial sensing
resolution.
In order to make it possible to tune the operating range of pressures according
to application requirements, we introduce a third, intermediate, layer (thickness tp)
comprising a two-dimensional array of Np small, square micropillars (width wp). The
micropillars are centered between the microchannels, when viewed from above and are
separated by a contiguous free space. By reducing the pillar width wp, the effective
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Figure 5.4 Overview of the procedure to fabricate the proposed stretchable sensing
array. a, b) Preparation of the upper part and the lower part. c) Align and bond the
two parts together. d) Functionalize the sensing array by filling channels with eGaIn,
and inserting electrodes to form the electronic interface.
stiffness of the layer is reduced, and the pressure-induced strain increased, yielding
a more rapid increase in capacitance with pressure. By way of illustration, for small
strains, the layer can be modeled as a linear elastic solid, with elastic modulus E. In
this regime, the effective stiffness K of the micropillar layer, with cross-sectional area
A = Npw
2
p, is approximately
K = EA/tp = ENpw
2
p/tp . (5.1)
More generally, for a nonlinear material with constitutive behavior σ() describing
the change in stress σ = F/A with strain  = x/tp, where A is the area, the force
F and displacement x in uniaxial loading are related by a surface integral over the
ensemble of Np pillars
F (x) =
Np∑
i=1
∫
Ap
dz σz() = Npw
2
p σ(),  = x/tp (5.2)
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where σ is the average surface pressure, and Ap = w
2
p is the surface area of a pillar. We
note that our design does not depend explicitly on this model. However, Equations
(1) or (2) illustrate the role of the square of feature width w2p in determining the force
that results from a given displacement x, and the role of thickness tp in scaling the
operating displacement. In earlier work [48], we demonstrated that solid mechanics,
when combined with a transmission line model of mutual capacitance, is sufficient to
accurately predict the sensor output, indicating that the aforementioned parameters
are suitable for tailoring sensor performance.
To facilitate robust data acquisition, we further introduce four interface compo-
nents, consisting of arrays of short segments of channels that are independently cast
and connected to the main sensing membrane with thin-wall microchannels (Figure
5.2(a,e)). These offset structures isolate the microchannels from mechanical stresses
induced during testing, an important consideration during prototyping.
We designed a prototype device with upper and lower layers of microchannels
(diameter d = 300 µm, spacing s = 2 mm), embedded in upper and lower polymer
layers (t = 500 µm); see Figure 5.1 (a). The micropillar layer has thickness tp = 600
µm and an 8×8 array (Np = 64) of pillars with width wp = 1 mm.
5.3 Modeling and Numerical Simulation
To validate the sensor design, we performed numerical simulations using mul-
tiphysics finite element analysis (FEA), including electrostatic, fluid, and solid me-
chanics effects. We used the simulation to investigate aspects of sensor performance,
including sensitivity, linearity, and robustness. We designed a CAD model and in-
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Figure 5.5 Indenting tips used for characterization and the programmable mechanical
testing system used in the experiments. The inset figure shows the connection between
the sensor and data acquisition electronics.
troduced it into a numerical simulation (COMSOL Multiphysics, Comsol Inc.) with
structure parameters that mirror those of our prototype design. For computing effi-
ciency, this model included only three upper and three lower channels in the model,
realizing nine sensing cells. The modeled device was otherwise identical to the pro-
totype design described in Section 5.2, with a thickness of 1.6 mm.
We simulated the device response (Fig. 5.3) under indentation by a disc of di-
ameter 2 mm that was placed concentrically above a sensing cell at the center of
the array. The sensor was supported by a rigid platform and tested under simulated
displacement-controlled loading up to 200 µm. From the simulation, we obtained
strain and stress distributions, and capacitances for the 9 sensing cells (Fig. 5.3). To
validate the design approach, we further analyzed the deformation of the microchan-
nels, and the coupling between pressed and un-pressed sensing cells (Fig. 5.3(b,c,d)).
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Figure 5.6 Characterization of sensing cell performance under strain controlled load-
ing. a) Change in capacitance (black dot, %) vs. strain (µm), showing good agreement
with simulations (red dashed line). Error bars: 1 standard deviation. Measured force
(µN) is shown in blue. Inset: Test configuration. b) Capacitance changed with force
in a linear fashion up to 20 µN. c) Hysteresis of forward and backward indenting
cycle. d) Sensor response to strain applied at different rates (200 µm/s to 10,000
µm/s), demonstrating remarkably little strain-rate dependence.
From the simulation results, compression reduced the distance between the up-
per and lower channel, yielding greater mutual capacitance (Figure 5.3(b,c)). There
was substantial vertical compression of the upper channel and the four surround-
ing micropillars. The eight unpressed sensing cells showed little displacement (less
than 1%), indicating that mechanical coupling between the channels was minimized,
as intended, by our design. Under indentation, the small magnitude of stress at
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Figure 5.7 A single sensing cell was tested with two different strain-controlled load
functions: a) Trapezoidal load function with transient strain rate of 1000 µm/s ,
and b) Ramp load function with strain rate of 200 µm/s. The data shown were all
captured in succession in real time, without further processing or averaging.
the compressed upper channel indicates that the channel geometry, and electrode
integrity, remained intact under compressive loading (Figure 5.3(d)).
Due to the decrease in distance between upper and lower channels, the capaci-
tance increased monotonically with compressive strain (Figure 5.3(e)). Capacitance
increased at very small displacements, reflecting the high sensitivity of the device.
The capacitance of neighboring sensing cells remained nearly unaffected, indicating
a high level of electronic decoupling that is achieved in this design.
5.4 Multilayer Soft-Lithography Fabrication
In order to fabricate the devices that we designed and simulated, we developed a
new multilayer fabrication technique, building on existing soft lithography methods.
The approach integrates a 3D printing based casting technique that we recently de-
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veloped (we refer to it as direct filament casting), and that facilitates the fabrication
of networks of liquid metal electrodes in very low modulus polymer membranes [49].
The process involves the creation of separate functional components that are aligned,
bonded (Fig. 4.3), and finally functionalized through the introduction of liquid metal
into conductive microchannels.
The preparation of the upper and lower components each proceeds with the
creation of 3D CAD models of negative molds and a fixture frame that are used
for casting (Figure 4.3(a, b)). These are printed using a photopolymer 3D printer
(Object30, Stratasys Ltd.). The upper component contains the negative mold of the
micropillar array. The mold surface is cleaned with isopropyl alcohol and dried, and
a single mono-filament (South Bend Monofilament, 200 or 300 µm diameter) spray-
coated with surface release agent (Ease Release 200, Smooth-On, Inc.) is wound
around the mold, following a path determined by fixture teeth in the mold. The bulk
substrate of the device consists of an addition cured polymer elastomer (Ecoflex 00-30,
Smooth-On, Inc.). This material is compliant and stretchable with M100 modulus of
10 psi, 900% elongation at break, 0.1% shrinkage and dielectric strength of 13.8×106
V/m. Depending on application requirements, other soft polymers could be used.
Additive liquid synthetic polymer components (Ecoflex 00-30, as noted) are
mixed, degassed and poured into the mold. A flat acrylic cover is used to close the
mold, squeezing out extra polymer material. After curing for 6 hours, the filament is
extracted from the mold. The cast mold is heated to 60 °C for 15 minutes, to facilitate
demolding. The channels are sealed via syringe injection of liquid polymer, using a
custom bracket and aligner. A bonding film of liquid polymer (thickness 100 µm)
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is spin-coated on the lower component (Fig. 4.3(c)), and the upper and lower com-
ponents are aligned, centering each micropillar between microchannel intersections
in the array. After partial curing (30 minutes), the parts are bonded and cured for
six hours. The sensing array is then functionalized by filling all channels with liquid
metal alloy (eGaIn, 75% Ga, 25% In by mass, melting point 15.7 °C [35, 46]) under
syringe injection. Since the introduction of bubbles into the channel would impair
performance, eGaIn is carefully introduced under syringe injection, while maintaining
a seal around the injection point. They are terminated by inserting wires and further
sealing. Using this method, it is possible to control the geometry and position of
microchannels with an accuracy of approximately 10 µm [49].
The resulting device, consisting of a 9 × 9 array in one prototype, Figure 5.1(a),
remains soft and highly compliant. We have employed the same method to fabricate
sensors that varied in geometry and structural design, and hence stiffness, including a
9 × 17 device with rectangular shape, suitable for use in robotic or wearable sensing
(Fig. 5.1(d-f)). Similar to the solid cast devices described in our prior work [49], due
to the very low elastic modulus of the substrate, the resulting devices recoverably
deform to applied strains greater than 200% strain without mechanical or electronic
damage. By selecting a different commercially available polymer in the same family,
one can realize devices that are softer or stiffer, according to application requirements.
5.5 Characterization and Functional Testing
We characterized the mechanical and electronic performance of the device under
servo controlled indentation using stamps of variable geometry and flat or curved sup-
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port surfaces. To facilitate this, we designed custom electronics for matrix-addressed
capacitance sensing, using a dedicated integrated circuit (AD7746, Analog Devices)
and microcontroller. This yielded a sensing system with excellent sensitivity (mea-
sured to be approx. 10 femtofarad, fF) and resolution (approximately one attofarad,
10−18 F).
We tested the performance of a 9×9 sensor array in three configurations. Two
of these assessed the sensitivity and dynamic range of individual sensing cells in the
array, and one assessed the utility of the device for two-dimensional tactile imaging.
In the single cell tests, the quasi-static and dynamic response were characterized
during indentation testing with a circular stamp of diameter of 2 mm. Displacement-
controlled loading was performed via a programmable mechanical test system (Figure
5.5, ElectroForce 3200 Series III, Bose Corp.). We concurrently recorded capacitance
using the electronics described above. Dynamic loads with a step function profile,
and with ramp function profiles (load rates 200 µm/s to 10,000 µm/s) were used to
assess the time-varying response (Fig. 5.6). We recorded the dynamic response during
loading and unloading in order to investigate hysteresis effects.
During the multi-cell tests, the use of the sensing array for tactile imaging was
investigated by indenting the array with a cross-shaped stamp (width 10 mm, edge
width 2 mm). The array was indented up to values reaching 300 µm. In a further test,
we assessed the device performance with the sensor supported on a curved acrylic
surface, during indentation with the cross-shaped stamp to depths as high as 300
µm. In each experimental condition, averages of 10 measurements were recorded for
analysis.
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5.6 Results and Discussion
The quasi-static response of the device is well captured via the change in capaci-
tance with force and displacement during strain-controlled loading (Figure 5.6). The
measured results show excellent qualitative and quantitative agreement with finite
element simulations (Figure 5.6a). Under zero load, the capacitance was 63.3 fF (i.e.,
6.33× 10−14 farad, standard deviation 5.8× 10−16 F). Under displacement-controlled
loading (Figure 5.6), measured and simulated capacitance rose monotonically by 25%
under an imposed strain that increased by 30%, a region that spans 42 dB of dynamic
range. The change in capacitance with applied strain was mildly nonlinear, while a
nearly linear variation in capacitance was observed as a function of force. This is con-
sistent with the high-strain regime that we observed with simpler, solid cast devices
[48]. However, at low strains, the utility of the latter devices was greatly limited by
non-monotonic behavior. In contrast, the monotonic performance that we observed
with the device tested here validates the multi-layer design approach presented here.
In analyzing the dynamic response of the sensor, we found minimal levels of
hysteresis, which was typically only observable at the highest strain levels, 300 µm
to 500 µm (Figure 5.6 (c)). Indeed, there was almost no variation in sensor output
with loading rates from 200 µm/s to 10,000 µm/s (Figure 5.6). The sensor out-
put closely followed the indentation profile in both trapezoidal and ramp loading
conditions (Figure 5.7). During trapezoidal (quasi-step) loading, capacitance closely
tracked displacement despite significant overshoot in force measurements (which are
the normal result of rapid loading of a soft polymer).
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Figure 5.8 Tactile imaging (average of 10 measurements) with a 9× 9 sensing array,
using a cross-shaped indentation stamp. a) The sensing array was indented upon a
flat surface. b-d) The measured change of capacitance in each cell of the sensing array
under an indentation of 200 µm, 250 µm, and 300 µm reaches as high as 7%, with
standard deviation 0.3%. e,f) Tactile imaging as the sensing array conformed to a
curved surface yields measurements that are highest at the center of the stamp, near
its closest approach to the curved surface (radius of curvature 15.5 cm; measurement
standard deviation 0.3%)
In a last set of experiments, we investigated the ability of the sensor array to
perform tactile sensing of distributed loads while conforming to flat or curved surfaces.
Output from the sensor array precisely mirrored the shape of the indentation stamp,
and varied only in magnitude with indentation depth (Figure 5.8). Cross-talk to
adjacent (unpressed) sensing cells was minimal, less than 1% ([49]). This was the
case in spite of the intrinsic solid mechanical coupling of adjacent sensing cells in the
array, which was minimized due to the thinness of the device. Similar tactile imaging
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performance was observed when the sensor was supported on a curved surface, with
the sensor output changing solely due to the nearer approach of points at the apex
of the support surface, which was near the center of the stamp. A greater strain is
produced at the center of the stamp, which is closest to the support surface, due to
the curvature of the latter. As expected from our point measurements (Fig. 6), this
increased strain is reflected in an augmentation (on the order of 3%) of the capacitance
at the stamp center, which is not a measurement artifact, but a veridical reflection of
the difference in loading across the sensor.
5.7 Conclusion
In this paper, we describe soft micromechanical sensors for capacitive tactile
imaging. The sensors use arrays of compliant electrodes embedded in multi-layer soft
polymer membranes. The functional properties of these devices are facilitated by
via microfluidic channels and micropillars, which allow for capacitance sensing and
mechanical tuning. We presented principles guiding the design of these devices and
describe soft lithography methods for fabricating them. These methods have proven
robust, repeatable, and amenable to fabricating more complex geometries than can
be easily realized with photolithography methods. We performed three dimensional
multiphysics (mechanical and electrical, coupled) finite element simulations in order
to explain, analyze the mechanical and electronic performance, and used the results
to optimize the design of prototype sensors (9×9 sensing cells, 2×2 mm spatial res-
olution), which we subsequently fabricated and tested under distributed (2D) and
time-varying loading conditions.
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The observed performance was in close agreement with numerical predictions.
Through them, we determined that these devices could achieve high sensitivity,
monotonic output, a remarkably linear force-capacitance relationship, excellent tac-
tile imaging, low crosstalk, low load-rate dependence, and low levels of hysteresis.
The devices performed similarly whether conforming to flat or curved surfaces.
The resulting tactile sensors are robust, highly conformable, and may be suited to
emerging applications in biomedical imaging of soft tissues during clinical palpation,
to wearable sensing for human-computer interaction, or as electronic skin for robotic
manipulators or prosthetic limbs, where it may facilitate interaction (grasping and
manipulation) via touch. Through the selection of (polymer) materials and geometric
parameters, the device can readily be adapted to meet application requirements,
including compliance, sensitivity, resolution, and dynamic range.
Despite the promising nature of these results, there are several areas for future
improvement. The use of gallium indium liquid metal alloy electrodes limits the oper-
ating range of temperatures to those greater than the melting point of the conductor
(15.7 °C for the alloy used in our device). However, gallium indium alloys with higher
melting point are commercially available and, moreover, low melting point ionic con-
ductors could also be used, since the current carrying requirements for capacitance
sensing are low. Other areas of potential improvement include refining the fabri-
cation techniques to enable further miniaturization, the improving the mechanical
and electronic design of the interconnect-sensor junctions, the introduction of further
conducting and insulating layers to further improve electronic performance, and se-
lecting polymers with higher dielectric constants to increase the operating range of
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capacitance.
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Preface to Chapter 6:
This chapter presents work in progress on the utility of the tactile sensors that
were investigated in Chapter 5 for imaging lesions in simulated body tissue, includ-
ing scenarios involving either machine or human application of tactile sensing for
mechanical imaging. Because these applications demand high dynamic range of sens-
ing, and because they can benefit from real time data acquisition and sensing, the
chapter also presents new electronics for data acquisition, consisting of a system for
fast, electronic matrix addressed measurement at small capacitance levels of tens of
femtofarads (fF). Realizing this electronic system required attention to shielding and
other parasitic field effects, to ensure adequate sensitivity and signal-to-noise ratio in
these measurements.
In order to demonstrate the ability of the soft tactile sensors investigated in
this thesis for tumor imaging, we first fabricated simulated tissues, using parameters
drawn from the biomedical literature. We demonstrated that the tactile sensing
system system could accurately image lumps with a variety of sizes and depths in
simulated tissue. We develop data processing algorithms and further demonstrate
that, using them, it is possible to estimate the size of the tumor from this data
irrespective of the depth at which it is embedded. Results also indicated that tactile
imaging could be effective whether sensing was performed by an engineering system or
if the sensor was worn on the finger, which then performed the palpation. This leant
further support to the possibility of wearable sensors for tactile imaging in medicine.
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Abstract Imaging lumps or other lesions in tissues via mechanical sensing has at-
tracted attention in both research and industry, due to the potential for noninvasively
detecting disease-related differences in body tissues. In clinical palpation, physicians
frequently make decisions based on mechanical properties that they infer from tactile
information felt via touch, but these examinations currently yield little quantitative
information, which has motivated the development of electronic sensing methods for
diagnosis and documentation. However, conventional tactile sensors are rigid, un-
able to conform to curved geometries, and are not adaptable to the shape of all body
parts, limiting their applicability in biomedical sensing applications. To address these
needs and limitations, we developed a tactile sensing method and system for imaging
tissue lesions during automatic or human-guided palpation. This method combines
extremely compliant tactile sensors based on soft polymers and microfluidic electrodes
with custom electronic data acquisition hardware, and new algorithms for enhanced
tactile imaging by reference to nominal tissue responses. We demonstrate that this
method is able to perform mechanical imaging of simulated tumors (lumps), yielding
images that accurately reflect the size of embedded lumps independent of embedding
depth. In addition, as a proof of concept, we show that informative tactile images
can be obtained when the sensor is worn on a human finger, which palpates the tis-
sue, pointing toward the use of tactile imaging via wearable interfaces that can be
integrated in clinical practices of palpation. These results underline the promise of
soft tactile sensing systems for biomedical applications, and the value of processing
the data they yield in structured ways.
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6.1 Introduction
Tactile elasticity imaging, or tactile elastography, aims to reconstruct the com-
position of a volume of tissue from surface mechanical measurements, in the form
of stress (normal pressure and shear traction) or strain (displacement) captured by
a measurement instrument. It is a valuable alternative to other imaging modalities,
because it is relatively non-invasive, and able to capture surface mechanics of tissues
that reflect the elasticity of sub-surface tissues. As detailed below, several methods
to tactile mechanical imaging are described in the literature, and a few have reached
clinical application. However, prevailing approaches utilize sensing devices that are
many orders of magnitude stiffer than body tissues. Mechanical imaging techniques
based on softer sensors, like that presented here, could facilitate imaging of sensitive,
curved, hard, or heterogeneous tissues, and could yield wearable sensors that are able
to capture quantitative data during existing clinical physical examination practices.
In medicine, palpation refers to the application of touch in the physical exam-
ination of the body, and represents an essential clinical skill. Physicians palpate
with the hand or finger to assess the condition of body organs or tissues, and to aid
in disease diagnosis. In many cases, including breast and prostate cancer, palpation
remains the first opportunity, lowest cost, and least invasive method for detecting can-
cer. However, physicians often miss nodules or lumps, due to tissue inhomogeneities,
perceptual limitations in what can be felt, or to incorrect technique [51], leading to
diagnostic errors. Equally concerning, most physical examinations currently yield
little quantitative information. This can make diagnosis and prognosis error prone,
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and can impede tracking of disease progression over time. Tumors are usually much
stiffer than healthy soft tissue [52–54]. This distinction in stiffness makes it possible
to use electronic tactile sensors to noninvasively detect and assess subsurface lumps
[55–60].
A diverse variety of sensing methods for tactile imaging or elastography have been
studied for the detection of tissue lumps or other features. Prevailing technologies
have been based on optically-based mechanical sensing [61, 62], capacitive strain
sensing [63], and piezoelectric and magnetic sensors [58, 64, 65]. Devices involved
in tactile imaging frequently employ sensors distributed over rigid substrates, and
as a result cannot conform to heterogeneous, stiff, highly curved, or sensitive bodily
tissues. In contrast, soft, conformable sensors are readily adapted to such application
requirements, and can also yield high quality data, as we demonstrate, but have rarely
been studied for the tactile imaging of tissues.
Beyond sensor design, a second problem in tactile imaging is to infer the proper-
ties of palpated tissue from surface measurements. Using the latter, the goal is often to
extract information, in the form of images I(x, y) or volumetric data E(x, y, z), that
Figure 6.1 We present methods for soft tactile sensing of lumps in tissues, and also
demonstrated their utility for wearable sensing during physical examinations by pal-
pation.
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reflects the spatial distribution of tissue properties (typically elasticity). Although
this entails a reconstruction problem that is, in general, ill-posed, several methods
have been proposed for imaging and enhancement from tactile sensor measurements,
based on the processing of single images [66], relative comparisons of multiple images
[65, 67–69], or direct estimation of tissue properties [68, 70]. The utility of compu-
tational enhancement methods for tactile images captured with a compliant sensor
array has received little previous attention. However, in the present contribution, we
demonstrate that it is indeed possible to enhance and extract invariant information
about lumps embedded in tissues from surface measurements captured with a highly
compliant sensor.
In order to address these challenges at the device level, we recently developed
sensors and sensing techniques for performing tactile sensing with intrinsically de-
formable sensing devices [71]. These sensors use arrays of liquid metal electrodes em-
bedded in multilayer soft polymer membrane (Figure 6.4). The low elastic modulus
enables them to compliantly conform to touched surfaces that are themselves curved
or compliant. Our prior work provides a review of the overarching design principles
for these sensors, and a detailed characterization of their geometric, mechanical, and
electronic properties, and performance characteristics [71].
In the research presented here, we investigated the mechanical imaging of soft
tissues using a unique, soft tactile sensing system suitable for imaging tumors or other
lesions in body tissues. We realized extremely compliant tactile sensors, based on soft
polymers, fabricated using soft lithography techniques, and microfluidic electrodes
for capacitance sensing. We combined these devices with custom electronics for data
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Figure 6.2 Illustration of the operating principle of capacitive sensing. a) Configura-
tion of the orthogonally arranged two layers of microchannel-electrodes, highlighted in
red and blue color respectively. b) The sensing element consists of a upper electrodes
and a lower electrode.
acquisition, and numerical algorithms for enhancing lumps in tactile images. To assess
this approach to mechanical imaging, we fabricated an array of simulated (polymer)
tissues with embedded lumps (simulating tumors). We demonstrate that our system
is able to automatically produce images of the subsurface lumps of varying size and
depth, and, using multi-image enhancement methods, we show that it is possible to
capture the geometry of embedded lumps with results that are nearly independent of
embedding depth. As a proof of concept that demonstrates the unique capabilities of
our sensing methods, we also show that similar tactile images are obtained when the
sensor is worn on a human finger that palpates the tissue, pointing toward the promise
of examination gloves that might perform biomedical sensing during the course of
physical examinations. The remainder of the paper describes the sensing devices,
system, and computational methods, and the simulated tissues used to evaluate it.
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Figure 6.3 The sensors exhibit excellent electronic performance in response to spatially
or temporally varying loads.
6.2 Measurement Instrument: Soft Tactile Sensor
Tactile signals arising from palpated sub-surface lumps are diminished due to
the intervening tissue, and definition in these signals is also lost. To ensure that such
lumps could be imaged accurately, using principles developed in our recent work [71],
we designed tactile sensors with high spatial resolution, sensitivity, and to ensure
excellent performance in both static and dynamic sensing conditions.
Sensing method The operating principle of the tactile imaging device is based on
changes in the mutual capacitance between arrays of microfluidic electrodes arranged
on orthogonal planes. Changes in capacitance result from geometric deformations of
the electrodes under mechanical loading of the membrane (Figure 6.2). When the
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Figure 6.4 Overview of the multilayer stretchable tactile sensing arrays. a) The 9
× 9 tested sensor array. b) Demonstration of the softness of the sensing array. c-f)
Illustration of the structure of the soft sensing array, showing the configuration of
microchannels and micropillars.
(soft) sensor is pressed against an object, local deformation near the closest approach
of a pair of microfluidic electrodes yields a change in the distance between them, and
an increase in mutual capacitance.
As demonstrated in our previous work, the change in the device geometry accom-
panying deformation accurately reflects the resulting change in mutual capacitance
that is sensed [49]. This capacitance change thus reflects the local strain, and, indi-
rectly, the normal pressure applied to the sensor in this region.
The resulting sensors prove accurate and responsive (Fig. 6.3). After calibration,
we have demonstrated that we can obtain an estimate of local strain or pressure at
each point on the sensor surface that is accurate to about 1%, and a nearly linear vari-
ation in capacitance is observed as a function of force. Under displacement-controlled
loading, capacitance rises monotonically by 25% under an imposed strain that in-
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Figure 6.5 Tactile sensing system design and implementation. a) The simplified
schematic of the sensing system. b) The complete assembly of the tactile sensing
system. c) The assembled data acquisition and microcontroller circuits, capable of
scanning through up to 16× 16 sensing cells.
creased by 30%, yielding, at minimum (i.e., within this range), 42 dB of dynamic
range. Cross-talk to adjacent (unpressed) sensing cells is minimal, less than 1% [49].
Sensor structure The sensing array consists of a thin, composite membrane, com-
prised of three layers (Figure 6.4). Each layer is fabricated from low modulus addition-
cured synthetic polymer, ensuring high levels of compliance. We combine layers to
yield thin, multilayer membranes. The electrodes are embedded into top and bot-
tom polymer layers via microfluidic channels that are filled with a metal alloy that
is liquid at room temperatures and above (eutectic Gallium Indium, eGaIn, 75% Ga,
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25% In by mass, melting point 15.7 °C [35, 46]). Between these layers is a third
layer, comprising a two-dimensional array of micropillars, which make it possible to
tune the operating range of pressures and the electronic sensitivity of the device to
application requirements. Four electronic interface elements are offset from the main
membrane, which serve to insulate the microchannel and electrical interconnects from
mechanical stress during testing. Due to the low elastic modulus of the soft polymer
substrate, the sensing devices can recoverably deform to applied strains greater than
200% without mechanical or electronic damage.
Tactile imaging of hard lesions in soft tissue The sensing area comprises an
array of elements near the intersection of each pair of orthogonally arranged elec-
trodes. The sensor is coupled to a data acquisition system that provides a value cij
giving the mutual capacitance between each row electrode i and column electrode j.
Using calibration data, this capacitance value cij can be converted to a force per unit
area, i.e. pressure, pij, associated with each sensing element ij. Because the tissues
themselves are soft, stresses are change slowly across the surface of the sensor, and
it is possible to interpolate pressure values to obtain a continuous measure, p(x) (see
Results, below).
In a volume of heterogeneous tissue, the variation in Young’s modulus with po-
sition yields differences in the effective stiffness, or, more generally, the displacement-
pressure relation P (x, y) ≡ P (u(x, y)) between normal pressure P and displacement
u(x, y) at a surface point (x, y). During sensing, these tissue differences will be re-
flected in variations in the measured pressure P (x, y) at the interface with the sensor.
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Pressure will be highest at areas directly above a lesion of high Young’s modulus
compared to the tissue, and, for tissue volumes that are large compared to the lump
size, will be higher when the lesion is closer to the surface. In addition, a larger lump
will yield a wider distribution of high pressure values. Computing the volumetric vari-
ation in Young’s modulus due to a lump from surface measurements would require
solving an ill-posed inverse problem. However, as we disclose below, with appropriate
assumptions on the geometry of the lump, it is possible to use signal processing to
extract reliable size estimates independent of depth or applied surface load.
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Figure 6.6 Simulated tissues a) with stiff solid ball of diameter d embedded with the
15 mm × 15 mm × 20 mm soft polymer cube, mimicking a lump in normal tissue.
An extra layer of the same polymer material on top of the cube ensures the solid ball
was embedded at depth h. Overall size was held constant: 15 mm (L) × 15 mm (W)
× 20 mm (H).
6.3 Experiments
In order to empirically investigate the use of soft tactile sensors for imaging
lumps in tissue, we designed and fabricated a tactile sensing system to perform tactile
imaging of a variety of simulated tissues, and developed lump enhancement algorithms
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Figure 6.7 Overview of the experiment setup, consisting of three functional parts:
measuring system, indenting stage, and a PC for data processing. The measuring
system includes a sensor array and the customized electronics.
using background subtraction techniques in order to enhance lump-dependent signals.
Using published data, we fabricate simulated tissues with hard lesions of different
diameters and embedding depths, in order to mimic the presence of hard tumors in
healthy tissue. We captured data from these samples using the sensing system, and
evaluated the tactile imaging performance in three experiments. In the remainder
of this section, we describe the tactile sensing system, the simulated tissues, the
experiments and results.
6.3.1 Tactile Sensing System
We designed the sensing system to be comprised of four elements: the soft capac-
itive sensing array, the scanning and measurement electronics for data acquisition, a
microcontroller for transferring data to the computer via serial communication, and
a computer performing data processing, logging, and visualization of the data in real-
time (Figure 6.5(a)). The resulting system (Fig. 6.5(b)) utilized custom electronics,
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and a commodity computing system in order to control the sensing.
The sensor was designed using the methods described above, and fabricated using
soft lithography methods recently developed in our laboratory [49], yielding, in one
embodiment, a 9×9 soft sensing array. Upper and lower layers of microchannels in the
sensor (microchannel diameter 300 µm, inter-channel spacing 2 mm) are embedded
in polymer layers of 500 µm thickness; see Figure 6.4 (c-f). The micropillar layer,
which provides enhanced sensitivity, linearity and operating range to the device, had
a thickness of 600 µm, and contained an array of 8×8 micropillar structures (width
1 mm).
The data acquisition system uses custom electronics with an integrated circuit
for capacitance measurement (AD7746, Analog Devices) based on delta-sigma mod-
ulation analog-to-digital conversion, and yields about 21 bits of effective resolution.
The capacitance sensing limit was as small as tens of femtofarad (fF), with a resolu-
tion of 10−18 F. We designed a four-layer printed circuit board (Figure 6.5(c)) for the
acquisition system, which is capable of reading up to 256 (16 × 16) sensing elements
using high-speed 1:16 multiplexers with low series resistances to address each sensing
element, and selecting respective pairs of orthogonal channels for measurement.
Due to the very small capacitances, accurate measurement required careful con-
trol over the parasitic parameters of the signal path between the sensing array and the
measurement circuit. To this end, we designed custom electronics, custom shielded
cabling and interconnects, and separate shielding (Figure 6.5(c)) for the measuring
PCB and microcontroller, which carry analog signals and digital signals, respectively.
Crucially, we also used an active switched-grounding isolation method controlled
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Figure 6.8 A summary of the conditions used in the experiments. a) Varying diameter
d, embedding depth h, and indenting displacement p. In experiment 1, we varied p
and h while fixing d. A blank sample (d = 0 mm) and four lump containing samples
(d = 4, 6, 8, 10 mm) were used. In experiment 2, data from samples with varying
lump diameter captured with h = 0. b) Experiment 3 involved tactile sensing as the
sensor was impressed on the simulated tissue with a finger (h = 0 mm, d = 0, 6 mm).
by the measurement circuit in order to suppress interference in the measurements.
While one sensing element (two microchannels) are being measured, idle channels are
grounded, reducing fringing capacitance and crosstalk. The dynamic range of the
assembled sensing system was empirically determined to be high, with a signal-to-
noise ratio of 60 dB.
Data transfer from the sensing circuit to the computer was performed via se-
rial communication from an embedded computing platform (Arduino Due, Arduino),
which facilitated scanning through the sensing elements, and updating capacitance
measurement with an effective sample rate of approximately 80 Hz. Custom software
on a personal computer communicated with the microcontroller board, receiving,
logging, visualizing, and analyzing the data.
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6.3.2 Simulated Tissue Samples
To evaluate lump imaging with the developed soft tactile sensing system, we
prepared a set of simulated tissue samples. These were modeled on mechanical and
geometric properties of experimentally observed prostrate tissue and tumors, as pub-
lished in prior literature [58, 63, 72, 73]. We fabricated simulated tissues with soft
polymer (Ecoflex 00-30, Smooth-on, Inc.; M100 modulus of 7×104 Pa). Samples in-
cluded stiff lumps, in the form of solid balls (Young’s modulus 5×1010 Pa) of varying
radius for the experiments of lump imaging (Figure 6.6). This material is stiffer than
a biological tumor, but it provides an appropriate contrast in stiffness to the soft
polymer, and facilitates comparison with results from prior literature. Simulated tis-
sues were fabricated with dimensions of 15 mm (width) × 15 mm (length) × 20 mm
(height). We fabricated an array of tissues that varied in the depth h from the sample
surface to the top of the lump and the diameter d of the solid ball. The lump was
first embedded in a tissue of 15 mm high in a single step cast. Then, cover layers of
thickness h and b, made of the same polymer material, were combined with the lump
tissues on the top and bottom surfaces. The sum of the thickness of the two cover
layers was 5 mm (i.e., h + b = 5 mm), ensuring that the resulting tissue height was
height 20 mm.
In previous prostrate cancer research, among 184 radical prostatectomy speci-
mens, the maximum tumor diameter ranged from 0.1 to 4.1 cm (median, 1.6 cm)
[73]. In this research, we selected four values of d in the experiment: d = 4, 6, 8,
10 mm, which are on the small side of the range of observed prostrate tumor sizes.
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Five values of embedding depth h (the distance between the tissue surface and the
top of the ball) were used: h = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 mm. In total, we fabricated 24 distinct
simulated tissue samples including lumps, and one blank tissue with no lump, all of
which were used in our experiments.
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Figure 6.9 Raw tactile images obtained as we varied lump diameter (d = 0, 4, 6,
8, 10 mm) and indenting displacement (p = 0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 mm). Left:
Uninterpolated data. Right: Linear interpolation was applied to the same data.
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6.3.3 Tactile Image Capture and Enhancement
In lump imaging experiments, we applied the soft tactile sensor to simulated
tissue samples, under mechanical or human control, using a range of displacements.
We obtained data, in the form of tactile images, from the sensor, and processed this
data to enhance lump contrast in the images.
The sensor and samples were aligned on a level platform. We used a high resolu-
tion force test stand (ES-20 and M5-20, Mark-10, Inc.) to apply vertical indentation
displacement to the tissue. At each displacement value, the sensor data were captured,
logged, and employed in a visualization system using a custom software graphical user
interface (Figure 6.7).
We designed three sets of lump imaging experiments to evaluate the performance
of the tactile sensing system. The first two imaged samples with lumps that varied in
depth h (measured from the top of the lump to the surface of the tissue) and diam-
eter d. In these experiments, we applied strain-controlled loading via an aluminum
indenting plate (Figure 6.8a). In the third set of experiments, loading was provided
by a human finger (Figure 6.8b), in order to provide a preliminary assessment of the
utility of wearable sensing for tactile imaging.
The first set of experiments employed tissues with a fixed lump size (diameter d =
10 mm) at different depths (h = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 mm). Tissues were was indented under
strain-controlled loading from 0 mm to 2.5 mm while sensor data was logged. In a
second set of experiments, the embedding depth was held constant (depth h = 0 mm,
corresponding to lumps just below the surface), and lump diameter was varied (d =
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Figure 6.10 Tactile images captured for tissues of four lump diameter values (d =
4, 6, 8, 10 mm) as indenting displacement and depth were varied. Depth was measured
from the top of the lump to the surface of the tissue (h = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 mm). Indenting
displacement p is shown over a range from 0 mm to 2.5 mm in steps of 0.5 mm. For
each lump size, the highlighted signal in the capacitance change map that reflects the
subsurface lump becomes more prominent as the depth h decreases or the indentation
increases. At equal values of depth and displacement, a larger lump size yields a higher
capacitance value, and wider extent of the area in which this increase is observed.
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0, 4, 6, 8, 10 mm). In the last set of experiments, loading of the sensor was provided
by a human finger, while the level of displacement was controlled by (comfortably)
affixing it to the precision indenting rig (Figure 6.8(b)). Five displacement values
were used in testing (0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 mm).
The captured data had spatial resolution of 2 mm (total 81 spatial samples,
9× 9 array), and ten frames of sensing data were captured at each indentation level.
Because the mechanical properties of these soft tissues preclude high spatial frequency
variations in pressure, we formed high resolution images via linear interpolation,
yielding values f(x, y) of the image at interpolated points (x, y) given by
f(x, y) =
(x2 − x)(y2 − y)
(x2 − x1)(y2 − y1)f(x1, y1)
+
(x− x1)(y2 − y)
(x2 − x1)(y2 − y1)f(x2, y1)
+
(x2 − x)(y − y1)
(x2 − x1)(y2 − y1)f(x1, y2)
+
(x− x1)(y − y1)
(x2 − x1)(y2 − y1)f(x2, y2)
(6.1)
where, (xi, yi), i = 1, 2 are position coordinates of each sensing elements, f(xi, yi),
i = 1, 2 are the measured values of capacitance change.
To increase the contrast of the imaged lumps and render them more robust to
differences in lump depth or loading, we computed enhanced images via a background
subtraction procedure that removed the signal produced by loading of the bulk tissue
from that due to the lumps. For the background signal, we employed recorded blank
(no-lump) tactile images fˆ(x, y; z) for each load value z. These images were subtracted
from the measured signals f(x, y; z) at the same load value, yielding enhanced images
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I(x, y; z)
I(x, y; z) =
f(x, y; z)
maxx,y f(x, y; z)
− fˆ(x, y; z)
maxx,y fˆ(x, y; z)
(6.2)
It is often desirable to obtain a quantitative estimate of lump size from image
data. Since even those images produced by spherical lumps are not perfectly circular,
we associate an equivalent lump diameter de to the image of a lump, which we define
to be the diameter of a disk of diameter de whose area A is equal to the area of the
region of the image covered by the lump, which is given by
A = pid2e/4 ⇒ de =
√
4A/pi (6.3)
The area A is not known. To estimate it, we used a method from prior literature [63],
in which the lump image is modeled via a two-dimensional Gaussian function, whose
parameters are fit to the data. The fit function is given by
f(x, y) = f0 + a exp
(
−(x− xc)
2
2w21
− (y − yc)
2
2w22
)
(6.4)
An example is shown in Figure 6.11. We fit the differential image with the Gaussian
function, which is then evaluated on a dense mesh (spacing 0.2 × 0.2 mm), and we
estimated the image area A corresponding to the lump via the proportion of pixels
that lie above the threshold. The value de is computed using equation 6.3.
In a last set of experiments, in order to demonstrate the feasibility of wearable
tactile sensing, sensing was performed via a human finger, which applied the soft
tactile sensor to the sample under strain-controlled loading in the normal direction
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Figure 6.11 Image production from a lump is modeled via a 2D Gaussian function,
which was then evaluated on a fine mesh in order to estimate the projected area of
the lump.
(Figure 6.8b). Image data was collected from samples with lumps of diameter d =
10 mm, embedding depth h = 0 mm, and indentation displacements from 0.5 to 2.0
mm.
6.4 Results and Discussion
The experiments imaged simulated tumor-containing tissue with lumps of varying
diameters. We compared the results with and without lumps, the latter consisting of
blank tissue samples (Fig. 6.9b). When present, the lump was a prominent central
feature in tactile images of all of the samples that possessed it. For these lump-
containing tissues (Fig. 6.10), the tactile images clearly manifest the presence of the
lump upon indentation of 1.5 mm. For larger or shallower lumps, their presence was
revealed with even lower levels of indentation. In contrast, the blank tissues (Fig.
6.9b) showed little spatial differentiation up to an indentation of 1.5 mm; Beyond,
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Figure 6.12 Enhancement of the tactile pattern in the data of tissue samples embedded
with lump (d = 10 mm). a, b) Normalized tactile image data. c) Enanced image,
obtained by subtracting the normalized blank tissue image from the lump image.
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there is a broad heightening in the central area level significant heightening is seen in
the central areas, where strain was larger, but the spatial changes are slowly varying.
For lump-containing tissues, as the lumps varied in depth, there was an increase
in the magnitude of capacitance in the lump region of the image that grew with
decreased embedding depth, yielding a qualitatively clearer image for lumps that
were closer to the surface (Figure 6.10).
The contrast-enhanced images were computed using equation 6.2 by subtracting
normalized reference (blank sample) tactile images from normalized measured images
(Figure 6.12). The results provide high contrast and definition of the lump region,
capturing the lump shape and size even when the lump was small or deeply embedded
(Figure 6.13).
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Figure 6.13 Enhancement of the tactile pattern in the data of tissue samples embedded
with lump of four different diameter values (d = 4, 6, 8, 10 mm).
We used the enhanced images (Fig. 6.13) to compute effective lump diameters de
at each embedding depth, lump size, and indentation level using the gaussian fitting
method of equation (6.4) and diameter estimate of equation 6.3. We combined data
from all conditions, and computed a histogram of estimated values relative to the true
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Figure 6.14 Estimated lump diameter relative to true diameter, dest/d, for all samples
(4, 6, 8, 10 mm), using the method of equations (6.3)-(6.4). The distribution is
narrowly peaked about the true value (2% error), and a standard deviation of 12%,
evidencing the effectiveness of the tactile image enhancement algorithm at imaging
lumps independent of embedding depth or palpation firmness.
diameter values de/d (Fig. 6.14). The results indicate that the estimates predict the
true lump size with an accuracy of a few percent, irrespective of the embedding depth,
lump size, or indentation. The standard deviation across all conditions was 12%,
indicating that this size estimate was robust to the lump parameters and palpation
method (Fig. 6.14).
In a last set of experiments, we provide preliminary data investigating the utility
of the soft sensing system described here for wearable sensing during physical exami-
nation by palpation. The resulting images reflect the geometry and properties of the
finger, but also clearly reveal the presence of the lump, when the latter is present
(Figure 6.15) and when the indenting depth is sufficiently high (more than about 1.5
mm).
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6.5 Conclusion
This study investigated the utility of soft tactile sensors for imaging lumps in sim-
ulated tissue. We presented new methods for tactile imaging, including a integrated
electronic sensing system that achieves high levels of sensitivity. Lumps manifested
clearly in tactile imaging, even under gentle palpation, which is important in appli-
cations involving delicate or sensitive tissues.
Using data from this system, and algorithms for extracting invariant signatures
of subsurface lumps, we demonstrated that it is possible to robustly image such
lumps. This could be done in a manner that is largely independent of the depth at
which they are embedded, or the manner in which they are pressed. We also showed
that the resulting images can be used to estimate the size of the lump accurately,
with a population mean within 2% under the controlled conditions of our study, and
standard deviation of just 12%, even for small, deeply embedded lumps.
We also provided preliminary data motivating the feasibility of tactile imaging
with a wearable sensor. Such a sensor could one day prove useful in clinical exam-
inations by palpation, where they could provide quantitative documentation that is
lacking in most examinations today. One instructive case example for such an exami-
nation is digital rectal examination of the prostrate, a common physical examination
for men, which often provides one of the earliest means of detecting prostate can-
cer. The sensor presented here can be designed and fabricated with the flexibility to
accommodate applications requiring different ranges of movement and applications.
The results of this research promising, but there remain several limitations that
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Figure 6.15 Demonstration of wearing the soft sensing array on human finger (index)
for palpation. Tactile images of simulated tissue at four indentation displacements.
may be improved upon in future work. While the processing presented here is quasi-
static, the rate of change in the signals captured by the sensor (for example, the
growth rate of contact area or strain energy density) is known to be salient to human
stiffness perception. Such data could readily be captured dynamically in order to
provide further information about the mechanical properties of palpated tissues. The
electronic system presented here achieved high signal-to-noise ratio, high sensitivity,
and reasonably fast (real-time) capture, but in a commercial application, faster per-
formance could be desirable, as might readily be achieved within the state of the art,
using more customized data acquisition integrated circuitry. Finally, toward facilitat-
ing the translation of this work to applications in healthcare, experiments involving
excised biological excised and in-vivo tissue samples would be especially valuable in
order to establish a foundation for the clinical application of tactile imaging via soft
tactile sensors.
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Tactile sensors are electronic sensing devices that may be used to capture contact
interactions in a variety of engineering systems and application contexts. They can be
viewed as analogous and complementary to other sensing modalities, such as visual
sensing with cameras or acoustic sensing with microphone arrays.
This thesis presents methods for soft tactile sensing, including approaches to the
design, analytical and numerical modeling of these devices, and analysis techniques
that make it possible to predict the performance of sensors that operate based on
capacitance principles. It introduces efficient methods for multilayer soft lithogra-
phy fabrication of soft tactile sensors, making it possible to generate complex three-
dimensional features in soft polymer substrate. It also develops methods for sensitive
electronic data acquisition for capacitive sensing, and techniques for applying these
devices to the mechanical imaging of soft tissues, which were demonstrated through
a proof of concept device and system for tactile imaging of tumors in soft tissues.
7.1 Contributions
7.1.1 Design strategies for stretchable tactile sensors
Preliminary work described in chapters 2 and 3 laid a foundation for the re-
mainder of the research. This included a critical assessment of previous approaches
described in the literature literature, and of design strategies for stretchable tactile
sensing arrays that use liquid alloy or conductive thread embedded within thin, soft
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polymer membranes. These chapters reviewed physical sensing principles, and re-
viewed and experimentally assessed relevant techniques from soft lithography. Five
different design methods were explored, through multiphysics numerical simulations,
fabrication, and laboratory measurements. The results led to the capacitive, microflu-
idic approach to tactile sensing that was adopted in the remainder of the research.
7.1.2 Monolithic soft capacitive sensors: Design, modeling,
and analysis
In Chapter 4, an analytical model was developed describing the operating be-
havior of a capacitive sensor formed from conductive channels in a substrate under
strain. This represents a common approach to capacitance-based mechanical sensing.
The model describes the the electromagnetic and continuum mechanical response of
the system.
In order to validate this model, I designed a prototype sensor, using thin polymer
membranes with embedded electrodes formed from arrays of microfluidic channels
that are filled with liquid metal (Gallium Indium) alloy. This ensured high levels
of deformability and mechanical resilience. These sensors achieve a combination of
stretchability and spatial resolution that are unmatched in prior research; they are,
for example, far softer than are devices based on polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) sub-
strates, which are much more commonly used in microfluidics. The fabrication of
these devices was facilitated by a novel soft lithography method (see below) that was
also developed during the thesis.
Experiments indicated that the model yielded excellent agreement with the re-
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sults of measurements with the fabricated sensor. In particular, the existence of a
non-monotonic regime at low strain in the response curve was revealed in both the
model calculations (for generic parameter values) and experimental data, suggesting
a fundamental limitation faced by a common capacitive sensing configurations in soft,
solid-cast substrates. This analytical model provided a theoretical foundation for soft
capacitive tactile sensing, and also indicated a need, addressed in Chapter 5, for de-
sign methods that are able to offer independent control over mechanical and electronic
performance, in order to eliminate the aforementioned artifacts, which are generically
expected to manifest at low strains in any solid cast soft capacitive sensors.
7.1.3 Multilayer soft capacitive sensors with expressly de-
signed electromechanical performance
In response to the findings of Chapter 4, in Chapter 5 of this thesis introduced
a new model for soft capacitive tactile sensors constructed from heterogeneous struc-
tures comprising layers of microfluidic electrodes alternating with passive layers com-
posed from arrays of micropillar supports. The latter make it possible to tailor the
mechanical behavior to yield desired sensing performance, including monotonic out-
put at low strains. In order to describe and analyze the mechanical and electronic
performance, a three-dimensional finite element analysis model was developed, with
coupled electromagnetic, solid mechanics, and solid-fluid interactions. The simula-
tions showed excellent agreement with laboratory testing of fabricated prototypes,
validating this design method. Through simulations with this numerical model, it
was possible to optimize sensor performance, including sensitivity and response lin-
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earity. These improvements were confirmed via laboratory experiments. The devices
designed with this approach achieved high sensitivity, monotonic output, a remark-
ably linear force-capacitance relationship, excellent tactile imaging capabilities, low
crosstalk, low load-rate dependence, and low levels of hysteresis.
7.1.4 Soft lithography techniques for sensor fabrication
The thesis presented soft lithography methods that facilitate the creation of high
resolution tactile sensors in soft polymer substrates, and that may have wider applica-
tion to the manufacturing of soft electronic devices. Building on preliminary work of
Chapter 3, a new method, called “direct filament casting” was proposed for realizing
tactile sensing arrays from a single step cast with a preparation of microfilaments.
The method yields accurate control over geometric features, and, using 3D printed
molds, is able to realize highly deformable, thin, 23×23 element sensor arrays with
millimeter thickness and millimeter scale resolution.
Chapter 5 built on this approach, and presented a new fabrication technique
based on the design and molding of multiple polymer layers in heterogeneous struc-
tures, which are then rendered functional through the introduction of liquid conductor
in the microchannels and termination on signal acquisition electronics. This technique
also required the development of methods for the precise alignment and bonding of
layers of very soft polymer materials, an otherwise challenging process, and the de-
velopment of features, in the form of soft channel offsets and sealing procedures, for
isolating and robustly terminating the microchannels. Several prototypes, including
functional 9×9 and 9×17 sensing element arrays were produced using this technique,
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and subsequently employed in the experiments.
7.1.5 Design, fabrication, and testing of reference soft tactile
sensing devices
Another significant outcome of this thesis was the development of reference de-
signs and functional prototypes for soft capacitive tactile sensing arrays. In Chapter
4, a monolayer 8×8 sensing array was demonstrated, and was shown, through lab-
oratory measurements, to be sufficiently sensitive for tactile sensing, exhibiting an
increase of capacitance, up to 240%, with applied pressure. In Chapter 5, two mul-
tilayer sensing arrays (9×9, and 9×13), were designed, fabricated, and subjected to
laboratory evaluation via indentation testing, and in tactile imaging applications with
simulated tissue. Through the selection of (polymer) substrate, conductive materials,
and geometric parameters, the devices can readily be adapted to meet application
requirements, including compliance, sensitivity, resolution, and dynamic range. The
sensing devices developed in this thesis surpass the performance of other devices re-
ported in the literature, as summarized in Table 7.1. The devices are suitable to
emerging applications in biomedical imaging of soft tissues during clinical palpation,
wearable sensing for human-computer interaction, or as electronic skin for robotic
manipulators or prosthetic limbs, where they may facilitate interaction (grasping and
manipulation) via touch.
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Table 7.1 Comparison of sensor performance between sensors reported in literature
and the sensing devices developed in this research
Sensor Stretchability Spatial Resolution Fabrication Sensitivity
Resistive (array), Pressure sensitive rubber, [6] Non-stretchable 2 mm× 2 mm conventional
lithography (complex)
10 kPa
Capacitive (array), CNT [10] 150% 3 mm× 3 mm hard to control
uniformity
50 kPa
Optical waveguide, PDMS [14] flexible only not specified 10 kPa
Capacitive array
(in this thesis)
> 500% 1 mm × 1 mm robust,
low cost
tunable
3 Pa - 400 kPa
7.1.6 Design and implementation of an electronic tactile imag-
ing system
This research also yielded a reference design for a tactile imaging system. It
comprises a deformable tactile sensor array, as described in in Chapter 5, along with
custom data acquisition hardware electronics (see Appendix A) capable of performing
scanned measurements of capacitance at low levels of tens of femtofarad (fF). The
system interfaces with a computer via serial communication in oder to perform data
acquisition and real-time visualization. The electronics, including custom printed
circuit board, yields a high signal to noise ratio of 60 dB, low levels of cross-talk, and
is capable of addressing up to 256 (16×16) sensing elements. The development of this
system also provides a reference for the design and implementation of systems that
perform scanning measurements of capacitance in the sub-picofarad range.
7.1.7 Applications to mechanical imaging of soft tissues
A variety of tactile imaging technologies have been reported in the literature for
the detection of lumps in tissue. Prevailing operating principles can be categorized
into optically-based mechanical sensing [61, 62], capacitive strain sensing [63], and
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piezoelectric and magnetic sensors [58, 64, 65]. In contrast to devices employing
sensors distributed over rigid substrates, the soft, conformable sensors developed in
this thesis are readily adapted to conform to heterogeneous, stiff, highly curved, or
sensitive bodily tissues. The devices yield high quality data, which are important for
tactile imaging of tissues.
In order to demonstrate the utility of the investigated technologies for the me-
chanical imaging of lumps or lesions in soft tissue, a collection of experiments was
presented in Chapter 6. These involved the detection of a variety of tumor-like in-
clusion in simulated tissues, which I designed and fabricated during the course of
the research. The results provide clear evidence that the sensing methods developed
here show promise for applications of mechanical imaging in medicine. In addition,
the thesis presents preliminary evidence that similar tasks can be achieved when the
sensor array is worn on the hand, suggesting that the long-term vision proposed in
this investigation, of medical gloves that might seamlessly perform tactile imaging
during palpation for physical examinations – for examinations of the breast, prostate,
skin, or other tissues.
In addition to the design of the sensors and tactile sensing system, another impor-
tant contribution of the work in Chapter 6 is to infer the properties of palpated tissue
from surface measurements. In this chapter, I demonstrated that it is indeed possible
to enhance and extract invariant information about lumps embedded in tissues from
surface measurements captured with a highly compliant sensor.
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7.2 Future Directions
This thesis presented contributions to the design, fabrication, and applications
of soft tactile sensing arrays. Despite the promising nature of these results, there are
several areas in which these devices could be improved, and there are several aspects
of the research that would benefit from further investigation.
Certain limitations of the sensors investigated here arise due to constraints in-
herent in the fabrication of individual functional devices by hand from constituent
reagents in the laboratory. The prototype devices produced thus far remain some-
what prone to the influence of environmental electromagnetic interference. Although
several measures were taken to mitigate such effects, including a novel switched-
interleaved-grounding scheme that utilizes the idle electrodes in the device as shields,
better results could be obtained if conductive outer layers were introduced to min-
imize fringing field effects. There are several possible methods for achieving this,
each presenting advantages and disadvantages. Some potential approaches include
carbon- or nickel-doped polymers, silver nanowire or carbon nanotube depositions,
or encapsulated eGaIn or carbon grease films. Such measures would also improve the
performance of these sensors in wearable applications.
Another potential improvement of the sensor design would be to increase the
mutual capacitance in sensing cells, which could be achieved by enlarging the effective
cross-sectional area of intersection between channels on different layers, decreasing
the proportion of stray capacitance. This would also be expected to reduce cross-
talk between sensor channels. Such an effect can be achieved by altering the channel
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geometry, in the manner described in Chapter 3.
Mechanical information captured by these sensors can vary rapidly in time when
contact conditions or forces change abruptly. In highly dynamic settings, the update
rate of the reference design presented here, 80 samples per second, proves limiting.
This sample rate is limited by the capacitance sensing integrated circuit used in
the data acquisition system. An improved system could achieve higher data rates
through custom capacitance sensing electronics, which lie well within the state of
the art. Additional improvements in the data acquisition system could result from
improving the interconnects between the electronics and sensor so as to limit effects
of parasitic capacitance.
A further area for potential investigation would be to identify functional materi-
als with mechanical and electrical properties that might improve sensing while easing
fabrication. Although the use of liquid Gallium Indium alloy can ensure high levels
of stretchability and very high conductivity, it can be challenging to introduce into
the device (typically under syringe pump) in a ways that provide a stable seal, and
that avoid introducing air, which leads to oxidization. An alternative would be to
replace this liquid metal conductor with a conductive polymer with mechanical prop-
erties similar to those of the soft polymer substrate, i.e. very low modulus and high
stretchability. The use of such a polymer could facilitate manufacturing techniques
based on ink jet or 3D printing processes that might yield more complex electrode
geometries, higher resolution devices, or additional functionality, beyond what is pos-
sible with the methods presented here. However, further work is needed in order
to identify suitable polymers, as many extant candidates (several of which we have
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Figure 7.1 Demonstration of compliant wearable sensing array on human finger (in-
dex) for palpation.
evaluated) prove too brittle or insufficiently soft for our application.
Finally, in order to realize the applications envisioned during this research, in
areas including mechanical sensing for medical diagnosis and contact sensing for
robotics, translational research and development is needed in order to further adapt
the proposed designs to application requirements, and to standardize their manufac-
ture.
Chapter 7: Conclusion
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Appendix A: Design of Tactile Sensing System
A.1 Top-level design
A.1.1 Introduction and Background
Basic methods for measuring static capacitance of a single component include
charge balancing methods, oscillator-based methods, voltage-divider-based Wheat-
stone network or simple series capacitors. These methods distinguish from each other
in performance by measurable capacitance range, resolution, accuracy, measurement
speed, circuit complexity. The implementation of these methods in practice can
be variable depending on the specific requirements dealing with circuit complexity,
performance, and cost. The explanation of the operation principle or capacitance
calculation of each category can be simplified as:
1. Charge balancing method is based on the relationship between charge Q and
applied voltage V : Q = C × V . A single equivalent circuit operation routine
is to first initially fully discharge the capacitor under test and another precise
referencing capacitor of known value. Then fully charge the precise capacitor
with a known DC voltage source. After fully charging, disconnect it from the DC
voltage source (Tristate gate in high-Z) and shunt it with the capacitor under
test. When the two parallel capacitors reach their final electric equilibrium,
measure the balanced voltage over the two capacitors in a way with negligible
charge leakage (input with high impedance), and then making use of the charge
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conservation, the capacitance of the capacitor under test can be calculated.
The range and precision of the referencing capacitor will directly affect the
final calculation precision. Also, the range of the two capacitors determines
the charging temporal parameter, putting requirement over the stability of the
charging DC voltage source since its voltage is directly involved in calculation.
The charge transfer process can be done multiple times if the reference capacitor
is too small compared to the one under test.
2. The oscillator-based methods calculate the capacitance in an indirect manner.
The capacitor under test is connected into a circuit (commonly 555 timer IC)
that can generate clock signal with frequency directly determined by the ca-
pacitance, or generate a digital pulse whose width is directly determined by
the capacitance of the device under test (DUT). Then by measuring the clock
frequency or the pulse width with methods such as edge triggered interrupt
response and controller time stamp recording, the capacitance of the DUT can
be finally determined. The performance of this method is directly related to
the performance of the controller, as well as the oscillation circuit.
3. The principle of Wheatstone network or simple serial capacitor divider is the
same as that of resistor-based ones. It can be implemented using a microcon-
troller, but the measurement accuracy drops very fast when capacitance range
goes under Pico farad because the ever-present parasite capacitance between the
microcontroller pin and its signal ground has a value the order of Pico farad.
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Capacitive sensing technologies have been used in a lot of domains such as industrial
application and consumer electronics, boosting the development of commercial solu-
tions based on capacitance measurement ICs and microcontrollers. Capacitive touch
pad and liquid level proximity detection are two of the most frequent applications
where these solutions are provide to fit the specific requirements.
A.1.2 Functionalities description and main performance
This system is designed to accurately measure the capacitance of each sensing
element in the stretchable capacitive sensing array in a flexible and real-time way
while varying distributed load is applied on the array. As a first generation of this
system, the board is generally required to be capable of doing the following tasks:
1. Accurately measure the capacitance of each sensing element under quasi-static
load.
2. Accurately and continuously monitor the change in capacitance of a single sens-
ing element with a bandwidth covering all significant frequencies of human tac-
tile signal during active touch, in real-time.
3. Be able to provide real-time capacitance change images with configurable frame
rate Vs. accuracy and resolution. Depends on the number of the channel and
the required accuracy and resolution, the system may sacrifice the resolution
performance for a higher frame rate (updating rate) .
Specifically, for the current capacitive sensing array under development in this re-
search work, the capacitance range of the sensor is in the order of tens of femto-farads
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(fF) with a change up to 100
The parameter related to the updating rate of the measurement system will
depend on multiple factors of the system, both in the hardware and software domain.
The amount of sensing element inside the array will directly influence how much
total time the system needs to scan through the whole array. The bandwidth of each
sensing element also has an influence on the requirement of the measuring system,
such that updating rate 2 times higher than the sensor bandwidth would make no
significant contribution to the bandwidth of the whole system. On the software side,
selectively define the spatial resolution by only enable full spatial resolution for area
of interests may also be able to help increase the update rate without missing the
most significant area’s data.
In terms of IC performance, it is also possible to decrease the required time of
each measurement at the price of losing some resolution (effective data bit of the
ADC). This method can be further tested when the magnitude of the capacitance
and its range of change were further increased in the future work.
A.1.3 Top level functional diagram
To accurately measure the mutual capacitance between any pair of X channel
and Y channel, we are proposing an assumption that while one pair of channels’
mutual capacitance is under measurement, all the other surrounding channels need
to be grounded electrically to block any possible electromagnetic interference. This
assumption makes sure that only one sensing element can be measured at the same
time, and a serial scanning method will have to be used to measure all the elements
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Figure A.1 Top level signal flow of the capacitance scanning system
in the array. Within this setting, a scanning capacitance measurement system was
conceived with the structure shown in the following functional block diagram.
On the board level, the whole system consists of 4 pieces of devices: a capacitive
“Sensing array”is directly connected to the “Measuring Board”for measurement
of the capacitance of each sensing element inside the array. The“Measuring Board”
receives the address from“MCU Board”, and then selects the corresponding sensing
element for capacitance measurement. After each measurement, the capacitance value
will be sent back to the “MCU Board”. After receiving the measured capacitance
value, “MCU Board”will print it to the communication interface between “PC
“and “MCU Board”for further visualization and storage on “PC”.
A.1.4 Main functional unit design and Key components se-
lection
Main functional unit design
The top-level design of the whole system is based on the selection of the optimal
measuring method for the specific capacitive sensing array developed in this research
work. After comprehensive evaluation, the Capacitance-to-Digital Converter (CDC)
series products were found to fit the basic requirements on capacitance range, res-
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Figure A.2 Simplified schematic of the capacitance scanning system
olution and noise tolerance. These CDC device measures the capacitance of the
connected capacitor and send the data out via I2C interface. The basic principle of
operation of these CDC is charge-balancing-based technology. These CDC chips have
multiple measuring channels, but only one channel will be actually used due to the
fact that the capacitive sensing array developed in this research can only have one
pair of overcrossing channels activated simultaneously.
By functionality, the whole measurement system can be breakdown into of 5
functional units:
1. The capacitive sensing array, consisting of two set of channels with maximum
amount of 16.
2. The Capacitance-to-Digital converter (CDC) chip with an I2C to communi-
cate with upper microcontroller MCU, and an interface to connect to the two
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electrodes of the selected capacitive sensing element.
3. The multiplexing and idle channel grounding sub-system. Before starting the
measurement of every selected capacitive sensing element, the multiplexing
MUX will receive channel address from the MCU and select the correspond-
ing pair of channels to be connected to the CDC for capacitance measurement.
The same set of address will also be sent to the idle channel grounding unit to
pull down all the idle channels to electric ground but keep the selected channel
float.
4. The microcontroller MCU provides an I2C interface to communicate with the
CDC chip for initial configuration of the CDC and getting measurement data.
Also the MCU should have enough digital I/O to send out the address of selected
channels to MUX and idle channel grounding unit. Lastly, the MCU should have
a faster enough communication interface to send out the data that received from
the I2C interface connected with the CDC back to the PC if required by the
PC.
5. A PC running with a software (in Matlab) will require data from the MCU
and do visualization, data storage. The communication interface between the
PC and MCU needs to be fast enough to transfer MCU data received from the
CDC.
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Key components selection
This section describes the selected key components of the system, as well as
the selection criteria or considerations behind making those choices. Generally, com-
ponents supporting Single-rail power supply on either 3.3V or 5V are considered in
priority (Table A.1).
Table A.1 List of key components for the capacitance scanning system
Board name Key parts Model/Part Comments
sensor array Sensing array lab-made stretchable
Measuring
board
CDC chip AD7745/7746 same pin map
Mux chip CD74HC4067 m analog signal multiplexing
Ideal channel
grounding
CD74HC4515 1:16 decoder
ADG721 Dual analog switch
Control board MCU board Arduino Due digital I/O, I2C, serial
PC Software Matlab Data storage and visualization
1. Capacitive sensing array The current capacitive sensing array designed in our
lab provides capacitance in the range of a few tens of femto-farads (fF), with
a change of a few tens of femto-farads as well. The bandwidth of the sensing
element has not been characterized yet, but the maximum updating rate will
be considered in detailed hardware and software design based on the selected
capacitance measuring method.
2. Capacitance measurement IC: When selecting the proper measurement method,
the following factors that affect the final selection were considered:
• Measurable capacitance range, resolution, linearity and accuracy ; Based
on the capacitance range of the sensor, the IC needs to cover the magnitude
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of a few hundreds of femto-farads, and should have as many bits as possible
in the ADC for a high resolution to provide enough data points in the whole
changing range (effective sensor resolution in term of capacitance).
• Tolerance to parasite serial resistance and common-ground capacitance
on the measurement pathway between the sensor and the IC input pins.
Charge balancing method has good tolerance to serial resistance since it
is based on measuring the charge change on the path other than measur-
ing voltage change. Keeping the two electrodes of the capacitive sensing
element floating and measuring the mutual capacitance between these two
floating electrode provides better tolerance to parasite capacitance between
the path and signal ground.
AD7745/AD7746 is the capacitance measurement IC that will be used in
this first generation prototype system. It has the highest accuracy (4fF)
and resolution (4aF) in capacitance measurement for input capacitor of
17pF (common mode part) + 4pF (changing part). It is based on the
charge balancing method with Sigma-Delta ADC integrated. Also it has
separate pins for excitation and measuring, keeping the capacitor under
test floating. With all of these advantages being listed, the main perfor-
mance limiting parameter would be the updating rate. The maximum
updating rate described in the datasheet is around 90Hz at the price of
less effective number of bits (ENOB) around 17bit. However, since the
updating rate is a secondary priority performance requirement in this pro-
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totype design, AD7745/AD7746 is still selected as the measurement IC in
favor of its range, resolution and linearity. What’s more, the tolerance
to serial resistance and parasite capacitance to ground need to be satisfied
in the selection of component for MUX and Idel channel grounding unit.
• The multiplexing and idle channel unit mainly consist of decoders and
switches. After the selection of the core component –CDC chip, the selec-
tion criteria for other components will taking not only components perfor-
mance but also logic level and power supply into consideration. With the
performance being guaranteed, these components are selected to have the
same logic level and could use as less number of different voltage sources
as possible. The AD7746/AD7745 is a CMOS logic chip that working
either 3.3V CMOS logic or 5V CMOS logic. Analog multiplexing chip–
CD74HC4067 has been selected for each one of the MUX unit to select
one channel from all the connected input channel (maximum of 16) based
on the input address from the MCU unit. Each one of the two Idle chan-
nel grounding units consists of a 1-to-16 decoder—CD74HC4515 and 8
pieces of dual-channel analog switches—ADG721. The switching speed and
“ON”resistance as well as“ON”resistance change of the CD74HC4067
and ADG721 are important parameters in this application.
• To simplify the complexity of the prototype layout, a commercial MCU
developing board will be used as a separate board. The MUC unit used
in this application provides an I2C interface to initialize CDC chip and
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receive data from it, enough digital I/O to send out addresses of capacitor
electrodes, or to receive“data ready for send”logic input from the CDC
chip. On the upper side, MCU unit need to have communication interface
that can send data to UP when required. What’s more, if possible, the
power supply of CDC, MUX and other units on the measurement board
will directly from the MCU board. As an almost pure hardware project,
commercial microcontroller boards such as Arduino Uno, Arduino Due,
Intel Galileo, Arm Mbed can be potential candidates, depending on how
many digital I/O, what clock frequency and RAM size the final project
will require.
A.1.5 Main communication interfaces, logic level standards
The communication interface between MCU and CDC is I2C interface. AD7746/AD7745
has two-wire serial interface compatible with I2C communication of 7-bit address
space, but it does not support configurable address ( fixed address: 0b1001000). In
all instances, the AD7746/AD7745 acts as a standard slave device on the I2C bus. So
the data transfer rate is decided by the MCU. Although AD7746/AD7745 could op-
erate on 3.3 V or 5 V, its serial interface logic level is fixed on 3.3 V CMOS logic level.
As an example, Arduino Uno using an ATmega328 microcontroller which supports
clock rate up to 400 kHz (In general I2C standard, normal mode 100 kbps, faster
mode 400 kbps, faster mode plus 1 Mbps, high speed mode 3.4 Mbps ). However,
ATmega328 on Arduino Uno operates on a 5 V supply, hence supporting 5 V TTL
logic I2C interface, meaning logic level shifter need to be used to interface with 3.3
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V CMOS logic I2C interface of AD7746/AD7745. Arduino Due provides 3.3 V TTL
logic level for the I2C that it can directly connect with AD7746/AD7745.
MCU and CDC communication
Figure A.3 Communication between CDC and MCU
PC and MCU communication
The requirement for communication interface between PC and MCU is dependent
on how fast the MCU can provide new data, which is further determined by how fast
CDC can finish a measurement and transfer data back to MCU with I2C. As briefly
discussed before, the AD7746/AD7745 provides flexible updating rate at the price
of decreased resolution and accuracy. The configurable maximum updating rate of
AD7746/AD7745 is 90.9 Hz, times the ADC width 24 bits, ignoring the switching
time in MUX and Idle channel grounding unit, the maximum data through put is
2182 bits/s. While the two-wire serial data transmission in Arduino Uno or Arduino
Due can be set to 9600 bits/s (up to 115200 bits/s, but less robust), which is far fast
enough to send all measurement data to PC without lost for this prototype system.
If further baud rate is required in the future, Ethernet can be a good option, which
has speed up to 10/100Mb.
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Figure A.4 Communication between CDC and MCU
Main logic level matching
3V3 CMOS or TTL logic level are supported by most of the chips in the system,
the logic I/O interconnections between these chips should generally have no problem.
While the MCU board may have different logic level such as 5 V TTL logic. If more
than one logic level standards are used, the logic level matching needs to be checked.
Specific logic level data of each components will be examined in detailed hardware
design.
The following table lists the supported logic level supported by each components
(Table A.2).
Table A.2 Logic level standard supported by each components in the system
Model or Part number Supported Logic level
AD7746/AD7745 3.3 V CMOS Logic
CD74HC4515 3.3 V CMOS logic
ADG721 m 3.3 V CMOS logic
Aduino UNO 5.0 V TTL
Aduino Due 3.3 V TTL
Intel Galileo 3.3/5.0 V COMS logic
Mbed 3.3 V CMOS logic
Board software and firmware requirements
Development environment: Matlab on PC, C code for MCU.
PC: Matlab code for visualization and data saving to hard disk. MCU: Initial-
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Figure A.5 Simplified schematic design for the software and firmware running on PC
and MCU respectively.
Table A.3 MCU boards main performance comparison
MCU
board
Bit
width
Amount
of
GPIO
Communication
Interface
CPU
clock
SRAM
size
Flash
size
EEPROM
size
Arduino
UNO
8 14
One I2C, one
serial-USB, Eth-
ernet shield
16 MHz 2 KB 32 kB 1 KB
Arduino
Due
32 54
Two I2C(one has
pull-up), 1 serial-
USB, 3 serial, Na-
tive USB a
96 MHz 96 kB 512kB
Dedicated
ROM
Intel
Galileo
32 14
One I2C, one
serial-USB, Eth-
ernet
400 MHz 512 kB
256M
DRAM,
32G
min
SD
11KB
Mbed 32 24
2 x I2C, USB
host/device, Eth-
ernet
96 MHz 32 kB 512kB
aReported to be speedy as 849kbyte/s (6.8Mbit/s), http://forum.arduino.cc/index.php/topic,
132811.msg999691.html#msg999691
ization of the communication interfaces, CDC configuration and calibration will be
done first in the setup phase. Then a void loop keep reading CDC register that
storing measurement data, and printing measurement data with channel indexes to
communication interface facing PC.
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API between PC and MCU: On PC side, initialization of communication, read
data points (C, X, Y), close communication MCU side, initial configuration of CDC,
loop printing data point to communication interface facing PC.
System power supply design
All components on “Measuring Board”operate on single 3.3 V power supply.
Requirement on power supply of each components will be analyzed, and the power
brick load ability on MCU Board will be checked.
Table A.4 Estimation of power consumption of all key components
Model or
Part num-
ber
Static
power
consump-
tion:
VCC x
ICC a
Dynamic
power
consump-
tion:
Power
con-
sumption
approxi-
mation
Amount
of part
Overall
con-
sump-
tion
AD7746/7745
3.3 V x 700
uA = 2.31
mW
Not avail-
able in DS
2.31 mW 1 2.31 mW
CD74HC4067
3.3 V x 8
uA = 26.4
uW
0.2 mW 0.264 mW 2
0.528
mW
CD74HC4515
3.3 V x 8
uA = 26.4
uW
0.02 mW 0.0464 mW 2
0.0928
mW
ADG721
3.3 V x 1
uA = 3.3
uW
Not avail-
able in DS
3.3 uW 16
0.0528
mW
Sum 3 mW
aApproximate power by timing supply voltage with supply current.
Power tree of the “Measuring Board”:
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Table A.5 Load capability of MCU boards’ power output.
MCU board
3V3 on-
board
brick
current
draw
3V3 max-
imum
output
Maximum capaci-
tive loada
Arduino UNO:
LP2985-33
50 mA 165 mW
Lower limit Cout >2.2
uF (board has 1uF), no
upper limit
Arduino Due:
LP2985-33
800 mA 2640 mW
Lower limit Cout >2.2
uF (board has 1uF), no
upper limit
Intel Galileo 800 mA b 2640 mW NA
Mbed 800mA 2640 mW NA
aAll are using LDO regulator other than switching converter, so there is no maximum capacitive
load limit.
bhttp://forum.arduino.cc/index.php/topic, 132811.msg999691.html#msg999691
Figure A.6 Power distribution tree of the measuring board.
D7746/AD7745 requirements on parasitic capacitance and resistance
To maintain the accuracy and resolution of the measurement of capacitance,
AD7746/AD7745 has some limit requirement on the parasitic parameters on all the
switching, multiplexing components connected on the measurement path. From the
data sheet, the following requirements can be extracted: capacitance to ground, para-
sitic resistance to ground, parasitic parallel resistance, and parasitic serial capacitance
(<1 kohm).
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Table A.6 Tolerance of AD7746/AD7745 to parasitic parameters on the path of mea-
surement.
AD7746/AD7745 single-end Limitsa Error
CIN capacitance to ground
CGND1
<100 pF 0.2 fF
EXC capacitance to ground
CGND2
<Approx. 100 Pf
(not specify)
0.2 fF
Serial resistance Rs1 + Rs2 <1 kOhm 1 fF
Resistance to ground RGND >50 MOhm 0.3 fF
Parallel resistance Rp >100 kOhm 0.1 fF
aDatasheet, http://www.analog.com
A.2 Schematics and PCB design
Based on the top-level design of the system, the schematics of the measurement
circuit were first drawn. Then the circuit was implemented on a breadboard for
verification of hardware and software design. After the design verification, a four
layer PCB was designed and fabricated. The design files of the schematics and PCB
are attached below:
A.2.1 Schematics design files
Attached below are the schematics of the capacitance measuring circuit that used
in the tactile sensing system.
A.2.2 PCB design files
Attached are the top-view of the four layers in the order of top layer, ground
layer, power layer, and bottom layer. All components are sold on the top layer. The
silk map of the top layer components footprint is attached at the end.
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Figure A.7 Top-level schematics of the measuring circuits used in the tactile sensing
system.
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Figure A.8 Page #2 schematics of the measuring circuits used in the tactile sensing
system.
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Figure A.9 Page #3 schematics of the measuring circuits used in the tactile sensing
system.
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Bill of Materials 16_by_16 Capacitive S ensing S ystem
Source Data From: 16_by_16_C_SENSE_V1.PrjPCB
Project: 16_by_16_C_SENSE_V1.PrjPCB
Variant: None
Creation Date: 7/8/2016 7:26:45 PM
Print Date: 42559 42559.81037
Footprint Comment LibRef Des ignator Des cription Quantity
C1206 100nF Cap S emi C1, C5, C6, C7, C8, C9, C10, C11, C12, 
C13, C14, C15, C16, C17, C18, C19, C20, 
C21, C22, C23
Capacitor (S emiconductor S IM Model) 20
C1206 Cap S emi Cap S emi C2, C3 Capacitor (S emiconductor S IM Model) 2
RAD-0.3 Cap Cap C4 Capacitor 1
HDR1X16H Header 16H Header 16H P1, P5 Header, 16-Pin, Right Angle 2
HDR1X2 Header 2 Header 2 P2, P4 Header, 2-Pin 2
HDR2X8 Header 8X2 Header 8X2 P3 Header, 8-Pin, Dual row 1
AXIAL-0.3 Res1 Res1 R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6, R7, R8, R9, R10, 
R11, R12, R13, R17, R18, R19, R25, R26, 
R27, R28
Resistor 20
J1-0603 Res3 Res3 R14, R15, R16, R20, R21, R22, R23, R24 Resistor 8
DB24 CD74HC4067_D
B_24
CD74HC4067_D
B_24
U1, U4 Imported 2
RU_16 AD7745ARUZ AD7745ARUZ U2 Imported 1
FDC6324L Component_1 U3 1
TXS0102 Component_1 U5 1
RM_8 ADG721BRM ADG721BRM U6, U8, U9, U10, U11, U12, U13, U14, 
U15, U17, U18, U19, U20, U21, U22, U23
Imported 16
NT24 CD74HC4515_N
T_24
CD74HC4515_N
T_24
U7, U16 Imported 2
79
Approved Notes  
Figure A.10 Bill of material of the measuring circuits used in the tactile sensing
system.
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Figure A.11 Top layer components layout of the PCB.
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Figure A.12 Second GND layer layout of the PCB.
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Figure A.13 Third power layer layout of the PCB.
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Figure A.14 Bottom routing layer layout of the PCB.
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Figure A.15 Silk map of the top layer components.
Appendix A: Design of Tactile Sensing System
Appendix B: Analytical and Numerical Modeling of
Resistive and Capacitive Sensing
B.1 Principles of resistive and capacitive strain sensing
B.1.1 Resistive sensing methods
As shown in Fig. 3.1, embedded in the middle of the substrate is a channel
filled with conductive fluid with rectangular cross-section. External loads can be
introduced to the sensor by stretching it along its axis of the channel or pressing on
the top surface. Assuming the channel has uniform cross-section, and the conductive
liquid has uniform resistivity, then the overall electrical resistance, the longitudinal
length of the channel, and the cross-section of the channel can be written as:
R0 = ρ
L
wh
(B.1)
where R0 is the resistance between the two terminal faces, L, w and h are the length,
cross sectional width and height of the conductive channel respectively.
Under external load such as a positive strain along the channel axis direction, the
overall length of the channel will increase, while the cross section area will decrease;
the resistance will be increased consequently. The new resistance R can be easily
found as follows:
R = ρ
(L+ ∆L)
(w + ∆w) (h+ ∆h)
(B.2)
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where ΔL, Δw and Δh are the changes in the channel’s geometry dimensional sizes.
The engineering strain ε can be employed here to simplify the expression:
 =
∆L
L
In highly stretchable substrates such as silicone rubber, it is reasonable to assume
the substrate material is linear, elastic and isotropic. Hence combined with Poisson’s
ratio ν, Δw and Δh can be replaced by -νεw and -νεh:
∆R = R−R0 = ρL
wh
{
(1 + 2ν) − ν22
(1− ν)2
}
(B.3)
For an elastomer material, the Poisson’s ratio can be approximated as ν=0.5, we can
further simplify equation (B.3) :
∆R =
ρL (8− )
wh (2− )2 (B.4)
Equation (B.4) shows the direct analytical relationship between strain and resistance
change in a channel conductor with rectangular cross section. Based on this equation,
a strain sensor can be designed.
For resistive pressure sensors, the relationship between contact pressure p and
change of resistance (ΔR) can be built up theoretically by using linear elastic fracture
mechanics (LEFM ) [4, 41]. Assuming that the cross section of the channel remains
rectangular after the deformation process, the change of resistance can be written as:
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∆R =
ρL
wh
{
1
1− 2 (1− ν2) wp
Eh
− 1
}
(B.5)
where E is the Young’s modulus of the substrate material, p is the contact pressure.
A pressure sensor can be designed based on equation (B.5).
B.1.2 Capacitive sensing methods
A conventional capacitive sensor based-on rigid plate capacitor is illustrated in
figure 3.2. The lateral size of the capacitor cannot be changed; only the thickness of
the dielectric can be changed. The relationship between change of capacitance and
vertical strain can be written as:
∆C = e0erA(
1
g −∆g −
1
g
) (B.6)
While ∆g is small enough, we can do approximation by Tyler expansion:
∆C ≈ e0erA
g
[
∆g
g
− ∆g
2
g2
]
(B.7)
∆C ≈ C0(− 2) (B.8)
where  is defined as the engineering strain by  = ∆g/g. From equation B.8, the
relationship between the change of capacitance and strain is linear when strain is very
small compared to original thickness g. When the strain continues to increase, the
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nonlinear behavior will become significant by the 2nd order component 2.
For stretchable capacitive sensing, both electrodes and dielectric materials need
to be stretchable. Hence the material’s Poisson’s ratio needs to be taken into consid-
eration.
Figure B.1 The schematic of a stretchable capacitor before and after stretching [11]
As shown in figure B.1, under lateral strain load, the capacitor experiences
changes in dimension along all three Cartesian coordinates. Assuming all the ma-
terials are isotropic, the deformation is in the range of the linear zone and small
enough for using engineering strain definition, the relationship between capacitance
C and lateral strain can be written as:
C = e0er
[
(w + ∆w)) (L+ ∆L))
(g + ∆g))
]
(B.9)
where e0 and er are free space permitivity and relative permitivity of dielectric.
Substitute Δw = -νεw, ΔL = εL, and Δg = -νεg into equation (B.9),
C = e0er
[
w (1− νz))L (1 + z))
g (1− νz))
]
= e0er (1 + z)
wL
g
= C0 (1 + z) (B.10)
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Hence the change of capacitance
∆C = zC0 (B.11)
where ν is the poisson ratio of the dielectric(assuming the electrodes can be stretched
to the same length of dielectric), z is the lateral strain.
B.2 Physics coupling in FEM analysis
The simulation modeling process with FEM analysis (COMSOL Multiphysics)
involves 3 main significant components as shown in the breakdown of the model in
figure B.2:
Coupling techniques between different physics components can be summarized
as:
1. Mutual coupling between solid structural mechanics and filled compressible fluid:
First of all, an iterative solving method is used to solve the problem. Secondly,
surface pressure on a solid interface will be identical at all boundary points on
the interface, assuming the fluid is homogeneous. Thirdly, the assumption is made
that the initial pressure is the same as standard atmosphere pressure, which makes
sense if the fluid is filled under standard atmosphere circumstance. The solid-fluid
interface pressure based on relationship between volume and pressure in compress-
ible fluid is mathematically calculated, and the result used as interface boundary
conditions for the next iteration. Iterations continue until the stable balance and
mathematical convergence of values are obtained.
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Figure B.2 The breakdown of the model in terms of different physics, and expected
output of the numerical simulation
2. Mutual coupling between solid structural mechanics and filled incompressible fluid:
Other than using the iterative solving method, the direct solving method will be
applied in this coupling technique for an incompressible fluid. The term ’Incom-
pressible fluid’ essentially indicates that the overall volume of the fluid always
is constant regardless of how much load is applied on the interface between the
fluid and any other solid structures. Taking this constraint as one extra equation
independent of all the equations to be numerically solved in this problem, the
solid-fluid interface pressure can be treated as an unknown variable to be solved.
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Hence, depending on the load applied on outside surface, the corresponding solid-
fluid interface pressure will be solved to satisfy the fact that the deformed channel
still has the same volume as the undeformed one does. However, this problem
will be an ill-conditioned problem. So the direct solver is used to handle this
”ill-conditioned” calculation.
3. Single direction coupling from solid structure mechanics to electrical analysis: Once
the final deformation of the channel was calculated by coupling the models between
solid and fluid interaction, the moving mesh component in COMSOL was used to
update the deformed new mesh into the electrical physics component for electrical
analysis. In the set-up section, the deformation variables (u,v,w) are used to define
the new mesh with regards to the original undeformed mesh.
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